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Abstract
This thesis tackles the problem of formal modelling and verification of Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol in wireless sensor net-
works. Indeed, our research focuses on the modelling, the verification and performance
evaluation of CSMA/CA using Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs). Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocol plays a vital role in performance of wireless sensor networks due to its
crucial purpose to emulate successful communication. The CSMA/CA protocol was one
of the predominant protocols in WSNs for its contention mechanism and channel access.
This thesis provides three basic contributions. In the first contribution, Hierarchical
Timed Coloured Petri Nets (HTCPNs) formalism is used to model the CSMA/CA pro-
tocol, and then the CPN-Tools is exploited to analyse the obtained models. Indeed, the
timed aspect in HTCPN allows us to deal with temporal constraints in CSMA/CA. The
hierarchical aspect of HTCPN makes the CSMA/CA model "manageable", despite the
complexity of the protocol.
The limited energy associated with WSNs is a major drawback of WSN technolo-
gies. To overcome this major limitation, the design and development of efficient and
high performance energy harvesting (EH) systems for WSNs environments are being ex-
plored. Hence, as a second contribution, a hierarchical timed coloured Petri net model
for CSMA/CA in EH-WSNs is proposed. In order to evaluate the proposed model, a set
of qualitative and quantitative properties are verified. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is
used to formalise and verify qualitative properties. The quantitative verification is done
by using extracted files from monitors results defined in CPN-Tools.
As a third contribution, a Machine Learning (ML) is used to discuss the scalability
of the first proposed model when the number of sensor nodes is increased. An effective
neuronal network is exploited for the prediction of the throughput metric of the network
based on the number of nodes to prove the scalability of the proposed formal approach.
Indeed, a set of performance metrics have been predicted to show the evolution of the
network when the number of nodes increases.
Key words: Medium Access Control, Wireless Sensor Networks, CSMA/CA, EHWSNs,
Formal Modelling, Formal Analysing, Performance Evaluation, Coloured Petri nets, Lin-
ear Temporal Logic. Machine Learning.
Résumé
Cette thèse aborde le problème de la modélisation/vérification formelles du proto-
cole CSMA/CA (Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) dans les réseaux de
capteurs sans fil (WSNs). En effet, nos recherches concentrent sur la modélisation, la
vérification et l’évaluation des performances de protocol CSMA/CA à l’aide de Réseaux
de Petri colorés (RdPCs). Le protocole MAC (Medium Access Control) joue un rôle es-
sentiel dans les performances des réseaux de capteurs sans fil en raison de son objectif
crucial d’émuler une communication réussie. Le protocole CSMA/CA était l’un des pro-
tocoles prédominants dans les WSNs pour son mécanisme de contention et son accès au
cannal.
Cette thèse fournit trois contributions de base. Dans la première contribution, le for-
malisme HTCPNs (Réseaux de Petri Colorés Temporisés et Hiérarchiques) est utilisé pour
modéliser le protocole CSMA/CA, puis l’outil CPN-Tools est exploité pour analyser les
modèles obtenus. En effet, l’aspect temporisé en HTCPN permet de prendre en con-
sidération les contraintes temporelles du protocole CSMA/CA. L’aspect hiérarchique du
HTCPN rend le modèle proposé gérable, malgré la complexité du protocole.
L’énergie limitée inhérente aux WSN est un inconvénient majeur des technologies
WSN. Pour surmonter cette limitation majeure, la conception et le développement de sys-
tèmes de récupération d’énergie (EH) efficaces et à haute performance pour les environ-
nements WSN sont explorés. Par conséquent, comme deuxième contribution, un modèle
de réseau de Petri coloré hiérarchique pour le protocole CSMA/CA dans les EH-WSNs
est proposé. Afin d’évaluer le modèle proposé, un ensemble des propriétés qualitatives et
quantitatives est vérifié. La logique temporelle linéaire (LTL) est utilisée pour formaliser
et vérifier les propriétés qualitatives. La vérification quantitative est effectuée en util-
isant les fichiers extraits des résultats des moniteurs définis dans l’outil CPN-Tools. La
troisième contribution consiste à utiliser la Machine Learning pour renforcer la scalabilité
du premier modèle proposé lorsque le nombre de nœuds capteur est augmenté. Un réseau
de neurone efficace est exploité pour la prédiction de la métrique de débit du réseau en
fonction du nombre de nœuds. En plus, un ensemble de metriques de performance ont été
prédits pour voir l’évolution du réseau quand le nombre de nœuds est augmenté.
Mots clés: Contrôle d’accès au support, Réseaux de capteurs sans fil, CSMA/CA, Mod-
élisation/Vérification Formelle, Evaluation de performance, Réseaux de Petri Colorés,
Apprentissage automatique.
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A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) [1] is a distributed system of cooperating devices
that perform distributed monitoring applications in a physical environment over a self-
organised wireless network topology. WSNs market has grown significantly over the two
last decades. This growth is due to the industry’s increasing demand for WSNs technol-
ogy. Indeed, a large number of researches confirm that the growth of WSNs allows a
new way to perform unusual tasks [2]. WSNs are a precious technology to encourage the
evolution of innovative applications in many domains, such as environmental and habitat
monitoring, surveillance, indoor climate control, structural monitoring, medical diagno-
sis, disaster management, and so on [3], [4].
Moreover, WSNs are multi-hop self-organizing networks composed of sensor nodes
that communicate wirelessly and mostly supply vital support for collecting, processing,
and forwarding the real-time information in mission-critical applications. Although these
networks confront several challenges owing to the fact that the sensor nodes are charac-
terised by limited energy, limited memory, and weak computing power [1]. The role of
wireless sensor nodes is to detect and gather information from a sensor field or area of in-
terest, computes the information and forwards it through a radio module back to a central
point or destination [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
In WSNs, the communication between sensors and base station is an essential axis in
the success of the WSN. This communication requires both the appropriate hardware as
well as the appropriate software layer. The software layer is generally concerned with a set
of protocols and algorithms that are developed to allow nodes to share the communication
channel, route messages, and collaborate to perform a certain task.
The Medium Access Control (MAC) layer is responsible for regulating channel ac-
cess. MAC protocols have been developed to assist each node in deciding when and
how to access the channel. Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance [11]
(CSMA/CA) is a widespread MAC protocol used in modern wireless communication sys-
tems to allow multiple users to share the same channel. Common examples of wireless
systems using CSMA/CA are Wi-Fi networks (IEEE 802.11 standard) [12] and IEEE
802.15.4 [13] wireless sensor networks. A CSMA/CA protocol must sense the channel
before transmitting. If the medium is not busy, the transmission begins. Else, after a
random back-off period, another attempt is performed. Therefore, the MAC protocol of
CSMA/CA for carrier transmission in WSNs avoids collisions by transmitting only when
the channel is idle. In the following paragraphs, we describe the problematic and the
contributions of this thesis through three challenges that we tackle by providing three




Hence, CSMA/CA is the most common medium access control method. The primary
task of any MAC protocol is to control the access of the nodes to a shared medium. A
MAC protocol is a set of established rules that dictate how to format, transmit and receive
data so computer network devices can communicate regardless of the differences in their
underlying infrastructures, designs, or standards. A network using such protocol must
satisfy this set of rules in all its possible scenarios. When the CSMA/CA method is used
in wireless systems, the set of constraints are specified. In a formal specification of the
CSMA/CA protocol, one must specify all the constraints that the system must satisfy
to guarantee the access to the channel. Then the formal verification consists in proving
that these constraints are satisfied by the behaviour of the network in all its scenarios.
Thus, formal modelling/analysis approach of such MAC protocol is needed to prove its
consistency within a network. For that reason, designing effective medium access control
(MAC) protocols is one of WSNs crucial challenges in aiming to determine the channel
access control capabilities and the energy consumption properties of WSNs.
Formal verification requires a system (a protocol in this case) and a constraint or prop-
erty to be checked. Often the formal verification works on a model of the system (abstract
representation). This is obligatory due to the system’s complexity; thus, such property
must be formalised to be checked over time using a specification language. The response
of a qualitative property to a verification request is either YES (property checked) or NO
(property not verified). However, in a real study, we are interested instead in quantitative
properties, for example, the number of arrived packets in the network, the time it takes
for a packet to go from a transmitter to a receiver, the time that a node must wait before
having to access to the medium for sending its packet, the throughput of the network at
time T, etc.
The proposed solution to deal with the first challenge
The implementation of WSNs protocols must respect the standards and satisfy the
expected good properties. Formal methods can check this last constraint. These methods
provide techniques to certify if a system satisfies a given property by its modelling and
specifying its properties. Actually, formal methods are based on mathematics and they
are used to develop computer tools to facilitate the verification process. As a formal
method, Petri Nets [14] are well suitable to describe discrete processes and to analyse the
system concurrency and synchronism. A Petri Net has a graphical representation and a
rigorous semantics. These characteristics make Petri nets a good formalism to specify and
to analyse MAC protocols in WSNs. Colored Petri Nets (CPN) [15] are an extension of
Petri Nets which is more suitable to describe more complex and typed data. Then, Timed
CPN extends CPN with a set of time stamps. Hierarchical CPN and Hierarchical TCPN




As a consequence, the use of formal methods allows us to prove that the designed
protocol is consistent. For that reason, we present a formal modelling /analysis approach
of CSMA/CA protocol in WSNs which is our first contribution that will be detailed in
chapter two. This approach uses Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets (HTCPN) for-
malism to model CSMA/CA protocol, and the CPN-Tools [16] to analyse the generated
models. The timed aspect, in HTCPN, facilitates the consideration of temporal constraints
introduced in this protocol. The hierarchical aspect of HTCPN makes the model "man-
ageable", despite the complexity of CSMA/CA protocol specification. In the HTCPN
model, we define the events that can occur in the system and their preconditions and post-
conditions. These preconditions and post-conditions specify CSMA/CA protocol con-
straints that should be satisfied. After the specification by using the Hierarchical Timed
CPN formalism, the CPN-Tools will be used to ensure an analysis of the proposed model
and to verify some properties.
Second Challenge
Although, the limited energy associated with WSNs is a major challenge of WSN
technologies. To overcome this major limitation, the design and development of effi-
cient and high performance energy harvesting [17] systems for WSN environments are
being explored. The MAC protocols for energy-harvesting WSNs [18] may be different
from conventional battery-powered WSNs and need some different design criteria, such
as environmental adaptability, backlog estimation, and frame length selection. Energy
harvesting provides new opportunities and challenges for the design of the protocols and
algorithms to support environmental monitoring. In particular, instead of focusing on re-
ducing the energy consumed by nodes to prolong the network lifetime, as it is the critical
design metric in traditional WSNs, in EH-WSNs, it is essential to re-consider the impact
of performance metrics such as energy efficiency, scalability, and latency in the presence
of energy flow into the network. Similarly, MAC protocols need to be re-designed to op-
timize the rate at which the energy is used, rather than simply minimizing the consumed
total energy. The MAC protocol of CSMA/CA may improve access control and serve to
reduce collisions in carrier transmission of energy harvesting WSNs.
The proposed solution to deal with the second challenge
The modelling and the verification of a communication protocol needs a formal tool
that provides: (i) modelling of complex and typed data; (ii) modelling of discrete process;
(iii) modelling time constraints; (iv) modelling characteristics of an event driven system;
(v) analysing of synchronisation; (vi) analysing of system concurrency. Indeed, the graph-
ical representation and the rigorous semantics of HTCPNs makes it one of the efficient
formal tools to model the complex and typed data. Further, HTCPNs are able to capture
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many characteristics of an event driven system, namely concurrency, asynchronous oper-
ations, deadlocks, conflicts, etc. Moreover, HTCPNs are well suitable to describe discrete
process and to analyse synchronisation and system concurrency. Furthermore, the hierar-
chical aspect makes the model more manageable and more comprehensible. In addition
to these features, HTCPNs allow researchers to model the time aspect.
To more accurately verify the CSMA/CA protocol in energy-harvesting WSNs, in
this thesis as a second contribution, a new formal approach of CSMA/CA is proposed in
chapter three using Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets. The analyse procedure of
the proposed HTCPN model focuses on qualitative and quantitative verification, which
are realised using CPN-Tools.
Third challenge
Performance evaluation of WSNs MAC protocols is an important process that helps
designers to obtain numerical results from their proposed models and to prove the correct-
ness of the designed protocols. Scalability is an important issue which concerns the study
of the WSN performance when the number of nodes dramatically increases. When scal-
ability factor is considered in wireless sensor networks design, the protocol should work
effectively in wide WSNs. When using a formal model like HTCPNs, the major chal-
lenge is that the formal model size increases with the increase of the number of nodes.
The formal analysis of HTCPN models can be very hard in terms of time and effort when
the number of nodes in the WSNs is very high. This number of nodes, when considered
in the modelling process, makes the model very huge and complicated and the analysis
process will be no more feasible.
The proposed solution to deal with the third challenge
For that, researchers adopt Machine Learning (ML) [19] techniques as an effective
alternative solution for the performance evaluation estimation of designed protocols and
algorithms in WSNs. In particular, computer systems can use machine learning algo-
rithms and techniques to learn from prior data, allowing these systems to classify and
predict new results [20, 21]. Recently, Machine learning (ML) attracts considerable at-
tention due to its ability to predict a wide variety of complex phenomena accurately [22].
Applying ML in WSNs lies in exploiting historical data to improve the performance of
sensor networks on given tasks without reprogramming.
As a third contribution in this thesis, an effective artificial neuronal network [23] is
investigated to predict the performance evaluation of the proposed HTCPN formal ap-
proach presented in chapter two. The scalability of the proposed approach is discussed
by estimating the evolution of throughput metric over the number of nodes increase in the
network. Indeed, a set of temporal performance metrics including, the average waiting
time before transmitting, the average delay performance and the average waiting time
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for an acknowledgement, have been predicted when the number of nodes increases in the
network.
Manuscript organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter II introduces the basic concepts of wireless sensor networks and MAC
protocols. In this chapter, we present the informal/formal definition and some nec-
essary concepts of Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets and Linear Temporal
Logic. Moreover, we discuss the choice of HTCPN as a formal method to prove
CSMA/CA protocol consistency. After that, Machine Learning definition and tech-
niques are detailed.
• Chapter III introduces the first contribution, which consists of exploiting HTCPN
to model and analyse the CSMA/CA method in WSNs.
• Chapter IV details the second contribution which proposes the performance eval-
uation of new formal HTCPN approach of CSMA/CA protocol in EH-WSNs.
• Chapter V presents the use of Machine Learning to prove the proposed model scal-
ability presented in the third chapter and illustrates the predicted results concerning
a set of critical performance metrics.
• Finally, in Chapter VI, the thesis is concluded with a summary of contributions
and open perspectives.
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I.1 Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are used in many different domains and applica-
tions. They have gained significant popularity due to their flexibility in solving problems
in different application areas and enhancing our lives in several manners. WSNs face
many challenges due to the fact that the sensor nodes are characterized by limited energy,
limited memory, and weak computing power. Therefore, designing an effective Medium
Access Control (MAC) protocol is a challenging task with the aim to determine the chan-
nel access control capabilities and the energy consumption properties of WSNs. The use
of formal methods has proved their efficiency to ensure such analysis in MAC protocols.
As a formal method, Petri Nets are well suitable to prove the consistency and the cor-
rectness of MAC protocols. The scalability in WSNs is a crucial factor in proving the
effectiveness of protocols. When the number of sensors increases in WSNs, the formal
methods become unable to analyse large models with a huge number of nodes in the
model. Machine learning can be exploited to predict the performance evaluation of such
a protocol.
Hence, what is a sensor node? What is a wireless sensor network? What is a medium
access control protocol? Why are Petri Nets well suited to describe and analyse a medium
access control protocol in WSNs? How can machine learning be used to predict the
scalability of the formal method proposed models? This chapter answers all of these
questions in Sections I.2, I.3, and I.4, respectively. Finally, Section I.5 gives a brief
conclusion from what this chapter presents.
I.2 Wireless Sensor Network Protocols
In this section, the background concerning wireless sensor network protocols is pre-
sented. Starting with the definition of sensor node and wireless sensor network introduced
by researchers, after that, components of WSNs are presented.
I.2.1 (Wireless) Sensor Node
A sensor device, also known as a node or mote, performs operations such as sens-
ing, detecting, or responding to analogical inputs of its physical environment [24]. These
sensed inputs could be the light, the temperature, the humidity, the motion, the sound,
the pressure, the vibration, or any other environmental phenomena. Therefore, such a
device embeds an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) that digitizes the continual analog
signal produced by the sensors. Other main components include an external memory and
a power source, usually a battery.
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A sensor node is made wireless once a micro-controller (e.g., data processing and
protocol signalling) and a wireless radio transceiver are added. Figure I.1 represents a
typical sensor node that can be seen as a wireless device with a tiny size, and it provides
a lightweight and portable detection station that can gather data and communicate with
other wireless nodes in order to transmit its readings.
Figure I.1: A typical sensor node
A sensor node comprises four essential components as shown in I.2 a power unit, a
transceiver unit, a processing unit, and a sensing unit. They may also have application-
dependent additional components such as a location finding system, a power generator,
and a mobilizer. Sensing units usually include two subunits: sensors and analog to digital
converters (ADCs). The analog signals generated by the sensors based on the observed
phenomenon are converted to digital signals by the ADC.
One of the more critical components of a sensor node is the power unit. Power units may
be supported by a power scavenging unit such as solar cells. The processing unit manages
the procedures that make the sensor node collaborate with the other nodes to carry out the
assigned sensing tasks. This unit is generally associated with a small storage unit. The
objective of a transceiver unit is to connect the node to the network. There are also other
subunits, which are application-dependent.
I.2.2 Wireless Sensor Networks Definition
In the literature, several definitions of wireless sensor network exist [1, 6, 25]. The
definition of Sohraby et al. stated in [6] is adopted for its generality.
A sensor network is an infrastructure comprised of sensing (measuring), computing,
and communication elements that gives an administrator the ability to instrument, ob-
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Figure I.2: The components of a sensor node
serve, and react to events and phenomena in a specified environment [6].
A wireless sensor network consists of four components:
• A set of nodes containing sensors.
• A wireless interconnection network.
• A base station for gathering information and acting as an interface between nodes
and the user.
• Base station-level processing resources to handle data correlation, data mining, and
status queries.
The base station has unlimited energy and significant computing power. It connects the
nodes, through the Internet or by satellite, to the user’s computer (see Figure I.3). We are
only interested in the base station, the nodes, and the interconnection network (dotted box
in Figure I.3) because it is the most complex part (communication between nodes) and the
most constrained (limited resources of nodes, heterogeneity, etc.). The four components
of a wireless sensor network allow an administrator to instrument it to capture, process,
or communicate data.
Each application has specific requirements. The specificity of wireless sensor net-
works is that they are dedicated to the application (application-specific). However, we
have isolated the core requirements common to all of these applications.
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Figure I.3: Wireless Sensor Network Architecture
I.2.3 Main requirements of Wireless Sensor Networks
The two basic requirements of wireless sensor networks are:
• Node cost: A low cost is required to allow the deployment of high-density net-
works.
• Operating autonomy: The network must operate for the required duration, despite
node failures, and without the possibility of re-supplying energy. Indeed, generally
the nodes are placed in hostile environments (e.g., near a volcano [26]) where hu-
mans cannot access.
From the cost and operating autonomy requirements, the following requirements can be
deduced:
• Low energy consumption: Nodes contain a limited amount of energy, which gen-
erally cannot be renewed. Therefore, the specificity of wireless sensor networks
compared to other types of networks lies in the priority of the energy constraint
over the quality of service (QoS) constraints [1]. Quality of service being the abil-
ity to provide different priorities to different applications, users, or data streams, or
to guarantee a certain level of performance of a data stream [27] (e.g. rate of packet
loss between source and recipient, transmission rate).
• Fault-tolerance: Fault tolerance is the ability to sustain sensor network function-
alities without any interruption due to sensor node failures [1].
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• Auto-configuration: The ability of nodes to detect the presence of other nodes
and organize themselves into a structured and functional network without human
intervention [28].
• Auto-reconfiguration: The ability of the network to change its configuration to
achieve a given goal. The main objectives are to reconstruct the connection paths
between living nodes after a node failure or reduce the power consumption of a
group of nodes. Auto-reconfiguration for a wireless sensor network, therefore, in-
cludes fault tolerance [28].
I.2.4 WSNs Medium Access Control Protocols
In the wireless sensor network, the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols have
to reach two goals. The first goal is the creation of the sensor network infrastructure. A
vast number of sensor nodes are deployed, and the MAC protocol must build the commu-
nication link between the sensor nodes. The second goal is to share the communication
medium reasonably and efficiently.
WSNs MAC protocols can be categorized into two classes: Contention based and
Schedule based. The schedule-based protocol can avoid collisions, overhearing, and idle
listening by scheduling transmit and listen periods but have strict time synchronization
requirements. On the other hand, the contention-based protocols can easily adjust to
the topology variations as some new nodes may join, and others may fail few years after
deployment and relax time synchronization requirements. The contention-based protocols
are based on Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) method and have higher costs for
message collisions, overhearing, and idle listening.
I.2.4.1 CSMA/CA Protocol Description
CSMA/CA is currently used in a variety of networks for computing devices to access
the communication medium. Before transmitting data, a device determines whether the
medium is not being used to start transmitting data. Only devices that require to transmit
data try to access the medium [29]. In this subsection, the mechanism used by the proto-
col CSMA/CA to achieve a successful transmission of a packet is described as depicted
in Figure I.4.
The primary medium access control (MAC) technique of 802.11 is called distributed co-
ordination function (DCF) [30]. It represents a decentralized mechanism where stations
can share a wireless medium in the network and coordinate the use of this medium to
avoid collisions. The DCF is based on the carrier sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol developed for collision avoidance when a shared medium
employs a random backoff algorithm.
Any station that wishes to transmit a packet data unit (PDU) will sense the medium before
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initiating a transmission. If the medium is sensed free for a period of time equals to a dis-
tributed interframe space (DIFS), the station is allowed to begin its transmission. Other-
wise, if the medium is sensed as busy, the station remains in sensing until the medium will
be idle for a sufficient length of time DIFS. In this situation, a station enters in a "random
backoff interval" of time before transmitting. This backoff behaviour aims to decrease the
possibility of collisions when stations want to transmit packets at the same time. After
receiving a data packet, the destination station must sense when the wireless medium will
be free for a short interframe space (SIFS) amount of time to send an acknowledgement
packet (ACK) back to the sender. In wireless networks, the acknowledgement has signif-
icant importance because a sending station cannot listen to its transmission. By using the
ACK, sending station confirms that its transmission was successful.
A sending station can recognise a collision if either: a wireless medium is sensed busy
on termination of the transmission by another station or if an ACK packet is not received
within a period of time equals to extended interframe space (EIFS). In order to avoid
collisions, the MAC protocol obliges the stations to enter in a backoff procedure before
sending if either [31]:
• the channel is not sensed idle for a DIFS;
• the channel is sensed busy after the station terminates a data transmission;
• a positive acknowledgement of successful transmission is not received from the
target station before a Timeout; or
• the station has received an acknowledgement and wants to send another packet.
Once the backoff condition becomes true, the sending station generates a Backofftime
composed of a uniformly chosen random BackoffValue of slot times, where each slot has
the size aSlotTime.
BackoffT ime = Backoffvalue ∗ aSlotT ime
The backoffvalue can be a value in the range [0;CW − 1], where CW is called
the contention window or backoff window. If the wireless medium is sensed as idle, the
backoffvalue is decremented by 1. This decrementing procedure is interrupted when a
transmission is discovered, and in this situation, the backoffvalue is frozen and is re-
sumed just after the wireless medium is sensed free for DIFS time. When the backoff
timer reaches 0, the sending station can initiate its transmission. The Contention Window
CW has an initial value CWmin. If two or many stations decrease their backoff counter to
reach 0 at the exact moment, a collision comes. In this last situation, the CW is doubled
for each retransmission to reach its maximum value CWmax. CW contention window
is an integer equal to CW = (CWmin+ 1) ∗ 2bc− 1, where bc is the BackoffCounter.
Thus CW increases with the number of consecutive unsuccessful transmissions.
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Figure I.4: An example of the backoff procedure
Figure I.4, adapted from [30], illustrates this process. Two stations, 1 and 2, shared
the same wireless channel. After the end of a previous transmission, station 2 waits for a
DIFS time and then chooses a backoff counter equal to 6 before sending the consecutive
packet. Meanwhile, a new frame is generated at station 1. Station 1 senses the channel
idle for a DIFS and transmits the frame. Note that the transmission of packet 1 occurs
in the middle of the Slot Time corresponding to a backoffvalue, for station 2, equal to
3. When the channel was sensed busy, the backoff time is frozen to its value 3, and the
backoff counter decrements again only when the channel is sensed idle for a DIFS.
I.2.4.2 Algorithmic presentation
CSMA/CA is based upon a distributed algorithm that is executed locally on each node
to determine the periods of access to the channel, this algorithm is presented by Algorithm
1. Algorithm 2 concerns the Bcakoff procedure.
I.2.4.3 MAC Protocols Performance Metrics
In wireless sensor networks, most of the applications have strict requirements in terms
of quality of Service (QoS) such as throughput and delay [32]. The researchers have
defined a set of performance metrics in order to evaluate and compare the performance of
conscious MAC protocols.
1. Average Delivery Ratio: The average packet delivery ratio is the number of pack-
ets received to the number of packets sent averaged over all the nodes.
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Algorithm 1: CSMA/CA Algorithm
1: while Time < DIFS and Free do
2: Free := SenseMedium();
3: Time := Time+ Slot;
4: end while




9: if Retry < RETRY _MAX then
10: Retry := Retry + 1;
11: else
12: Retry := 0; bc := 0;
13: end if
14: TransmetPDU
15: Free := SenseMedium;
16: if !Free then
17: if bc < bc_MAX then
18: bc := bc+ 1;BackOff(bc); Goto( 14);
19: else
20: BackOff(bc); Goto( 14);
21: end if
22: else
23: Time := 0;ACK := false;
24: while Time < TimeOut and !ACK do
25: ACK := SenseMedium();Time := Time+ Slot;
26: end while
27: if Time > TimeOut then
28: BackOff(bc); Goto( 14);
29: else
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Algorithm 2: BackOff Algorithm
1: 2: Free := false;
2: while !Free do
3: Free := SenseMedium();
4: end while
5: Time := 0;
6: while Free and Time < DIFS do
7: Free := SenseMedium();
8: Time := Time+ Slot;
9: end while
10: if !Free then
11: Goto( 2);
12: else
13: CW = (CWmin+ 1) ∗ 2bc − 1;
14: BOF := Uniform[0, CW ];
15: while BOF ! = 0 do
16: 2: Free := SenseMedium();
17: if Free then
18: BOF := BOF − 1;
19: else
20: while !Free do
21: Free := SenseMedium();
22: end while
23: Time := 0
24: while Free and Time < DIFS do
25: Free := SenseMedium();
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2. Average Packet Latency: The average packet latency is the average time taken by
the packets to reach to the sink node.
3. Network Throughput: The network throughput is defined as the total number of
packets delivered at the sink node per time unit.
4. Energy Consumption per bit: The energy efficiency of the sensor nodes can be
defined as the total energy consumed / total bits transmitted. The unit of energy
efficiency is joules/bit. The lesser the number, the better is the efficiency of a proto-
col in transmitting the information in the network. This performance matrices gets
affected by all the major sources of energy waste in wireless sensor network such
as idle listening, collisions, control packet overhead and overhearing.
I.2.5 Energy Harvesting WSNs
The common need in most WSNs for long lifetimes and small form factors does not
match up well with the power density of available battery technology [33]. This prob-
lem can limit the use of WSNs due to the need for large batteries. Therefore, researchers
have integrated energy harvesting technology to make WSNs autonomous and enable
widespread use of these systems in many applications. Energy harvesting allows us-
ing energy from the environment to power embedded devices and nodes of WSNs. By
scavenging energy from their ambient environment, energy-harvesting wireless sensor
nodes can significantly improve their typical lifetime: If the harvested energy is effi-
ciently utilised, low-power devices can last virtually forever. Energy harvesting (EH)
technology [34] is very promising due to the unlimited energy supply provided by power
sources such as solar power and thermal power. By adding an EH module to the existing
node structure, a novel EH-WSN was proposed in [33], which substantially changed the
design of the network by eliminating the major constraint: the battery capacity. The main
objective of adding a energy harvesting module in the sensor node is to make WSNs able
to perform their sensing functions and wireless communication without any supervision,
configuration, or maintenance. CSMA/CA my improve access control and serve to reduce
collisions in carrier transmission of energy-harvesting WSNs. EHWSNs are composed of
individual nodes that in addition to sensing and wireless communications are capable of
extracting energy from multiple sources and converting it into usable electrical power as
shown in Figure I.5.
As mentioned, MAC protocol performs a significant role in the design of WSNs as
significant energy consumption is due to the sensing, reception, and transmission pro-
cess. Accordingly, special attention has been paid to MAC protocol design in EH-WSNs.
Therefore, MAC design becomes even more challenging for EH-WSN because the pattern
of energy harvested from the environment is not easily predictable in advance.
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Figure I.5: Example of Solar energy harvesting wireless sensor network
I.3 Formal Analysing and Verification methods
Formal methods allow researchers to prove or disprove the correctness of a system
with respect to a particular formal specification or property. Thus, they are naturally based
on formal and mathematical roots. The NASA Langley Formal Methods Group [35] given
the definition of formal methods as mathematically rigorous techniques and tools for the
specification, design, and verification of software and hardware systems. The phrase
"mathematically rigorous" means that the specifications used in formal methods are well-
formed statements in mathematical logic and that the formal verifications are rigorous
deductions in that logic (i.e., each step follows from a rule of inference and hence can
be checked by a mechanical process.). Hence, there is a need for formal specification
and verification in order to analyse and verify medium access control protocols. In a
formal specification of a medium access control protocol, one must specify the protocol
constraints to be satisfied in all states of the network. After the specification is done, the
formal verification consists on proving that all reachable states during the execution of
the system are consistent with respect to the set of predefined constraints.
As a formal method, Petri Nets are well suited to describing discrete processes and
analysing the system concurrency and synchronism. A Petri Net has a graphical represen-
tation and rigorous semantics. These characteristics make Petri nets a suitable formalism
to specify and analyse MAC protocols in WSNs. In the literature, one can find some
works which have applied Petri net, and its extension Coloured Petri net to model/analyse
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protocols in Wireless Networks. In [36, 37, 38, 39, 40], Petri Nets are used as a formal-
ism for the modelling and verification of wireless network protocols. The authors in work
[36] have proposed a new model for the 1-wire protocol using timed coloured Petri net
(TCPN) and CPN-Tools in the analysis phase. In [37], the authors used coloured Petri
nets (CPNs) to present a modelling method for wireless network protocol. In [39], a
Petri net model is presented for a medium access control protocol in WSNs named sensor
medium access control protocol (S-MAC). The proposed model is based on Hierarchical
Coloured Petri Nets (HCPNs). The authors considered a topology of a two-hop network
with two sources and two sinks. They described the main part of the model hierarchy then
sub-models have been described. For constructing and analysing the model, CPN-Tools
is used. The following subsections give an informal and formal definition of Petri net and
its extension hierarchical timed coloured Petri net.
I.3.1 Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets
Informally, a Petri Nets (PN) [14] is a graph composed of two kinds of nodes places
and transitions. A set of arcs link places to transitions and transitions to places. The places
can be marked with tokens (modelling non-typed data). These tokens are called marking
of the PN. Transitions can be enabled, and if this is the case they can be fired. Firing a
transition update the marking of the places in the net.
Many extensions of Petri Nets have been proposed in the literature [15, 41]. Coloured
Petri Nets (CPN) [15] is an extension of Petri Nets. In CPN, each place has a type (a
colour). So the tokens can be more complex and typed data. The arcs are labelled by
expressions that belong to the types of their incoming places. The transition can have
some guards. A guard is a Boolean expression. In a guard expression, variables that are
used in the input arcs or the output arcs of the transition can be used.
Timed CPN extends CPN with a set of stamps of time. These stamps can be associated
with tokens or to transitions. A stamp s associated with a token will make this token
ready to be used only after the system’s time will be more than s. When a stamp s
is associated with a transition, all the stamps associated with tokens that are generated,
when this transition is fired, are incremented with the stamp s. The following definition
presented in the following paragraphs is inspired by the definition of CPN [15]. The
definition of Timed CPN updated the definition of CPN with the concept of stamps, as
implemented in the CPN-Tools [16].
Hierarchical CPN and Hierarchical TCPN [42] are extensions for CPN and TCPN,
where the structure of the model can be organized hierarchically. A hierarchical repre-
sentation of the specification is a modular representation of the model. In this modular
representation, the model comprises a set of sub-models composed together to build one
big model. Therefore, the specification is represented as an abstract principle model that
can be refined towards an elaborated model at any time. Hierarchical Timed CPN uses
hyper transitions in the abstract model to hold in the sub-models. The refinement of the
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abstract model passes through the unfolding of these hyper-transitions.
In the following subsection, the formal definition of a Hierarchical Timed CPN is
presented, and the dynamic behaviour of this formalism is shown.
I.3.1.1 Formal Definition
Firstly, some necessary concepts (timed sets and timed multi-sets) which will be used
in the formal definition of the Hierarchical Timed CPN are presented. Let N denote the
set of non-negative integers. These definitions are extensions for sets and multi-sets con-
cepts, used in CPN [15].
Definition 1. A Time set Γ is a set of non-negative integers. Γ = {τ ∈ N}.
Definition 2. A time multi-set τm, over a non-empty set X , is a function τm ∈ [X →
N× Γ], for each x ∈ X , τm(x) = (O(x), S(x)),where O(x) ∈ [X → N], is the number
of occurrences of x and S(x) ∈ [X → T ] is a stamp (from a Time set, in our case a set
of positive integers). τm(x) is represented as a formal sum: Σx∈X(O(x)′x@ + S(x)). In
this expression, the symbol @ distinguishes between the O values and the S values.
By XτMS , we denote the set of all timed multi-sets over X . The non-negative inte-
gers {O(x)|x ∈ X} are the coefficients of the multi-set, and the non-negative integers
{S(x)|x ∈ X} are the stamps of the multiset.
For example, if we take the setX = {2, 5}. A time multi-set on this set can be (2′2@+
2)+ +(1′5@ + 4). This time multi-set represents the set that contains two occurrences of
2 stamped with the stamp 2 (each occurrence has the stamp=2) and one occurrence of 5
(with a stamp=4). {1, 2}MS is the set of all timed multi-sets of the set {1, 2}, which is an
infinite set.
In the following definitions, some notations are used to facilitate the presentation. We
use Type(E) to denote the type of the expression E. We use V ar(E) to extract the set of
variables used in the expression E.
Definition 3. A Timed CP-net is a tuple TCPN = (Σ, P, T, A,C,G,Exp, I, τ), where:
1. Σ is a finite set of non-empty types, also called colour sets,
2. P is a finite set of places,
3. T is a finite set of transitions,
4. A is a finite set of arcs such that: A ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) and P ∩ T = P ∩ A =
T ∩ A = φ. If a = (p, t) is an arc in A, we say that p is an input place for t, we
denote this: p ∈◦t. If a = (t, p) is an arc in A, we say that p is an output place for
t, we denote this: p ∈ t◦.
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5. C is a colour function (it defines the type of each place in the TCPN). It is defined
from P into Σ.
6. G is a guard function. It is defined from T into expressions such that:
if tr ∈ T then Type(G(tr)) = Boolean
and Type(V ar(G(tr)) ⊆ Σ
7. Exp is an arc expression function. It is defined from A into expressions such that:
a ∈ A : Type(Exp(a)) = C(p)τMS and
Type(V ar(Exp(a))) ∈ Σ, where p is the place component in a.
8. I is an initialisation function (or an initial marking of the set of places). It is de-
fined from P into closed expressions such that: for each p ∈ P : Type(I(p)) =
C(p)τMS .
9. τ : is a time function that associates with each transition a stamp. τ : T → Γ, (Γ is
a time set).
Definition 4. A Hierarchical TCPN is a finite set of nets H = {N1, N2, N3, . . . }. Each
net N in H is a tuple N = (Σ, P, T, A,C,G,Exp, I, τ, h), where:
1. Σ, A, C, Exp, I: are defined as in TCPN,
2. P = OP ∪ IP , where: OP is a set of ordinary places as defined in TCPN, and IP
is a set of interface places. An interface place is a place that is shared between more
than one net. An interface place is used in communication between nets in H .
3. T = OT ∪HT , where: OT is a set of ordinary transitions as defined in TCPN, and
HT : a set of hyper-transitions (can be empty).
4. G: is a guard function. It is defined from T into expressions such that:
if tr ∈ T then Type(G(tr)) ∈ Boolean
and Type(V ar(G(tr)) ⊆ Σ
5. τ : is a time function that associates with each ordinary transition a stamp. τ :
OT → Γ. (Γ is a time set).
6. h: is a function that maps each hyper transition to a net. h : HT → H . We require
that if ht is a hyper transition in N , so h(ht) must not be N and must not lead to N
indirectly. This means recursion is not allowed in the model. The input-places of
ht (◦ht) and the out-places of ht (ht◦) are places in the net h(ht).
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I.3.1.2 Dynamic Behaviour and Semantics of Hierarchical Timed CPN
The dynamic behaviour of the net is obtained when the transitions are fired. A transi-
tion can be fired if it is enabled. To be enabled, a transition requires some preconditions.
These preconditions depend on the marking of its input places, the expressions labelling
its input arcs, and its associated guards. Once the transition is fired, some post-conditions
will be satisfied. Firing a transition will update the marking of its input and output places.
The new marking depends on the labels of the input-arcs and output-arcs of this transi-
tion. Some necessary concepts are tackled first to present the preconditions of firing a
transition and how the marking is updated.
The function V ar(tr) is adopted to extract the set of variables used in the guards asso-
ciated with the transition tr, or used in the expressions labelling input-arcs or output-arcs
of tr.
Definition 5 (binding). A binding of a transition tr is a function b defined on V ar(tr),
such that:
(i) For each v ∈ V ar(tr): b(v) ∈ Type(v),
(ii) The binding of tr satisfies the guard function of tr. Formally, this is written:
G(tr)[b] = true, or G(tr)[b].
Definition 6 (timed-binding). A timed-binding of a transition tr is a couple < b, t >,
where b is a binding defined on V ar(tr), t is a time, and at the time t, we have :
(i) For each v ∈ V ar(tr) : b(v) ∈ Type(v),
(ii) G(tr)[b].
Definition 7 (binding element). A binding element be is a pair (tr, b), such that tr is
a transition and b is a binding of tr. The set of all binding elements of a transition tr is
denoted by BE(tr). The set BE denotes the set of all binding elements for a CPN.
Definition 8 (timed binding element). A timed binding element tbe is a pair (tr, <
b, t >), such that tr is a transition and < b, t > is a timed-binding of tr. The set of all
timed binding elements of a transition tr is denoted by tBE(tr). The set tBE denotes
the set of all timed binding elements for a Timed CPN.
Definition 9 (timed-marking). Let L be the set of tokens in the place p at the
time t. Then the timed-marking of the place p at the time t, denoted Mt(p), is de-
fined as the multi-set of tokens x in p with a stamp less than or equal to t: Mt(p) =
Σx∈L and S(x)≤t(O(x)
′x@ + S(x)).
The initial timed-marking, denoted M0, is the timed-marking of the net at the time 0.
Definition 10 (time-enabled). A transition tr is time-enabled at time t in a mark-
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ing M if and only if there is a timed-binding [b, t] which satisfies the property: for each
p ∈◦ tr : Exp(p, tr)[b] ≤Mt(p). Where ◦tr is the set of input-places of the transition tr.
We write that (tr, [b, t]) is time-enabled at the time t.
Definition 11 (stamped-expression). Let X be a timed multi-set, exp be an expres-
sion defined over X , and t be a stamp, the stamped-expression exp@ + t denotes the
expression exp in which the stamps of all its operands are incremented with t. for exam-
ple, if exp = (2′1@ + 2)++(1′2@ + 4), then exp@ + 2 = (2′1@ + 4)++(1′2@ + 6).
Definition 12 (firing precondition and reachable marking). When a transition tr is
time-enabled at time t (with a time-binding [b, t]), in a timed-marking Mt, it can be fired.
Firing tr is an event that can take a duration ∆t. Firing tr changes the marking Mt to
another marking Mt+4t, such that:
for each p ∈ P,Mt+∆t(p) = (Mt(p)˘Exp(p, tr)[b]) + (Exp(tr, p)[b]@ + (tr)).
We say that Mt+∆t is directly reachable from Mt, and this is written: Mt[tr > Mt+∆t.
Definition 13 (firing a hyper transition). Preconditions to fire a hyper transition ht
defined in a net N (in a HTCPN H), are the same as well as for an ordinary transition.
When ht is fired, ht is unfolded to the net h(ht). Firing ht changes the marking of N as
well as the marking of h(ht).
I.3.1.3 Reachability Graph of a Timed CPN
The analysis of Timed CPN models can be done through computing reachability
graphs [15]. A reachability graph is a graph with a node for each timed reachable marking
and an arc for each occurring timed binding element. Let M1 and M2 be two reachable
timed markings and tb is a timed binding element enabled in M1. If the occurring of tb
transforms M1 into M2, then we denote this by: M1[tb > M2. The reachability graph is a
directed graph considered as a couple (V,A), such that:
• V : a set of reachable timed markings. V = {M1,M2, . . . }.
• A: a set of arcs linking nodes of V . A ⊆ V × tBE × V .
Given a Timed CPN, one can use the algorithm proposed in [15], to construct the reacha-
bility graph. When using CPN-Tools, this construction is semi-automatic.
I.3.1.4 An example of a Timed CPN
In order to clarify the previous formal definitions and aspects related to timed CPN,
we consider a simple example. The example illustrates the concepts of marking, timed-
marking, timed-binding, timed-enabled, and stamped-expression. The example is realised
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using the CPN-Tools. Let us consider a simple CPN (see Figure I.6) composed of three
places P1, P2, P3 and one transition T. Initial markings of places are shown next to each
place in green colour. Place P1 has the type: Timed_INT (i.e., timed integer), hence it
contains a timed-marking 1′1@2. This timed-marking means that place P1 contains an
integer token equals, which will be ready at a time equals to 2 time-units. P2 has the type
INT (i.e., integer) and its initial marking is 2′2++1′4, which means that P2 contains three
integers (two occurrences of value 2 and a unique occurrence of value 4). 2′2++1′4 is an
element in the integer multi-set. Transition T has two input places P1 and P2, one output
place P3 and a guard [x > 2]. Arcs (P1, T) and (P2, T) are labelled with expressions y,
x which belong to the types Timed_INT and INT, respectively. P3 has the type INT timed
and its initial timed-marking is empty. Arc (T, P3) is labelled with a stamped expression
x@+2, which means that firing transition T will add a stamped token which value is x and
which stamp is 2. As shown in Figure I.6, transition T has a green colour, which means
that T is time-enabled at a time equals to 2 with timed-binding [y = 1, x = 2]. After firing
T, the marking of the CPN is updated as shown in Figure I.7. The new marking of P3 is
1′4@4, which means a token with a value 4 and a stamp equals to 4. This new stamp is the
sum of the enabling time which was 2 and the stamp of the stamped expression x@ + 2.
Figure I.6: A simple example of a CPN: before firing the transition
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Figure I.7: A simple example of a CPN: after firing the transition
I.3.2 Linear Temporal Logic
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) over infinite traces was originally proposed in Computer
Science as a specification language for concurrent programs [43]. Temporal Logic is a
particular type of Modal Logic; it provides a formal system for qualitatively describing
and reasoning how the truth values of assertions change over time [44]. In a system of
Temporal Logic, various temporal operators or \modalities" are provided to describe and
reason about how the truth values of assertions vary with time. Typical temporal operators
include sometimes F , which is true now if there is a future moment at which F becomes
true, and always G, which is true now if G is true at all future moments. LTL syntax and
semantics are defined briefly as follows:
I.3.2.1 Syntax:
The basic LTL formula element is an atomic proposition α (α ∈ AP , where AP
is the set of atomic propositions). Hence, the LTL formulae over AP is constructed with
logical operators (such as ¬, ∧ and ∨) and temporal modal operators. The temporal modal
operators are:
- © or X: is a unary prefix basic modal operator and it is read as next.
- U: is a binary infix basic modal operator and it is read as until.
-  or G: is a unary prefix additional modal operator and it is read as always or
Globally (for now on forever).
- ♦ Or F: is a unary prefix additional modal operator and it is read as eventually or in
the future (sometimes in the future).
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Hence, over the set AP where α ∈ AP , an LTL formula can be written according to the
following grammar:
ψ ::= true | α | ¬ψ1 | ψ1 ∧ ψ2 | ψ1 ∨ ψ2 | X ψ1 | ψ1 U ψ2 | F ψ1 | G ψ1
I.3.2.2 Semantic:
LTL formulae stand for paths trace. Hence, an infinite sequence of truth evaluations
of variables in AP (a path) can satisfy an LTL formula or cannot. This sequence can
be considered as an ω-word over alphabet 2AP (Power AP is the set of sets of atomic
propositions and words formed by using letters from this set). Let the set of infinite words
over 2AP denoted by AP − inf and w ∈ AP − inf where w =w0 w1 w2 . . . wn. The
satisfaction relation between w and an LTL formula is defined as follows:
- w |= α iff α ∈ w0
- w |= ¬ψ iff w 2 ψ
- w |= ψ1 ∨ ψ2 iff w |= ψ1 or w |= ψ2
- w |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2 iff w |= ψ1 and w |= ψ2
- w |= X ψ iff ψ ∈ w1
- w |= G ψ iff ∀ i ≥ 0 : ψ ∈ wi
- w |= F ψ iff ∃ i ≥ 0 : ψ ∈ wi
- w |= ψ1 U ψ2 iff ∃i ≥ 0 such that ψ2 ∈ wi and ∀j ≤ i : ψ1 ∈ wj
I.4 Machine Learning for Prediction
Machine learning (ML) has recently attracted considerable attention for its ability
to predict a wide variety of complex phenomena accurately [22]. ML ultimately aims
at developing computer algorithms that improve automatically through experience [45].
Various researchers have shown the success of ML algorithms in many fields such as ma-
chine health monitoring [46] and diagnostics in healthcare [47]. Applying ML in WSNs
lies in exploiting historical data to improve the performance of sensor networks on given
tasks without the need for re-programming. Researchers have categorized ML systems
into three kinds of learning systems: (i) supervised learning, (ii) unsupervised learning,
and (iii) reinforcement learning. In this section, ML definition and algorithms are tackled.
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I.4.1 Machine Learning Definition
Machine learning [48]is a part of artificial intelligence focused on constructing algo-
rithms that make predictions based on data without programming to perform a task. Many
definitions of ML are adopted in the literature. Researchers in [49] define ML as the devel-
opment of computer models for learning processes that provide solutions to the problem
of knowledge acquisition and enhance the performance of developed systems. Other def-
inition is presented in [50] where authors capture the essence of ML as the adoption of
computational methods for improving machine performance by detecting and describing
consistencies and patterns in training data. ML aims to identify a function f : X → Y
that maps the input X into output Y [19]. Function f is chosen from different function
classes, dependent on the type of learning algorithm used.
Figure I.8: Machine learning techniques.
I.4.2 Machine Learning Algorithms
Existing machine learning algorithms can be categorized by the intended structure of
the model. For that, researchers classify ML algorithms mainly into three categories by
the type of datasets used as experience. These categories are supervised learning, unsu-
pervised learning, and reinforcement learning [51] as shown in Figure I.9. Other learning
systems combine two categories, such as semi-supervised learning that use labelled and
unlabelled data, more details in the followings subsections.
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I.4.2.1 Supervised Learning
Supervised learning systems make use of labelled datasets, where x represents a data
point and y the corresponding true prediction for x. This training set of input-output pairs
is used to find a deterministic function that maps any input to an output, predicting future
input-output observations while minimizing errors as much as possible [52]. Supervised
learning problems can be further grouped into regression and classification problems:
• Classification: a classification problem is when the output variable is a category,
such as “disease” and “no disease”.Classes can be called as targets/labels or cate-
gories (See Figure I.9).
• Regression: a regression problem is when the output variable is a real value, such
as "dollars" or "weight".
Some popular examples of supervised learning algorithms are: Linear regression, random
forest, support vector machines, decision tree, neural network (Multiple layer perceptron),
K-Nearest neighbours and naïve Bayes.
Figure I.9: Supervised learning
I.4.2.2 Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning systems use unlabelled datasets to train the system. The objec-
tive of unsupervised learning is to derive structure from unlabelled data by investigating
the similarity between pairs of objects, and is usually associated with density estimation
or data clustering [53]. Unsupervised learning problems can be further grouped into clus-
tering and association problems (See Figure I.10).
• Clustering: a clustering is a way of grouping the data points into different n clusters,
consisting of similar data points. The objects with the possible similarities remain
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Figure I.10: Unsupervised learning
in a group that has less or no similarities with another group. It does it by finding
some similar patterns in the unlabelled dataset such as shape, size, color, behaviour,
etc., and divides them as per the presence and absence of those similar patterns.
• Association: checks for the dependency of one data item on another data item and
maps accordingly so that it can be more profitable [54]. It tries to find some interest-
ing relations or associations among the variables of dataset. It is based on different
rules to discover the interesting relations between variables in the database.
Some popular examples of unsupervised learning algorithms are: k-means for clustering
problems, apriori algorithm for association rule learning problems.
I.4.2.3 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning systems do not experience a fixed dataset but a feedback loop
between the system and its experiences [55]. A dynamic environment is considered as
shown in Figure I.12, state-action-reward triples are observed as the data. The objective
of reinforcement learning is mapping situations to actions to maximize rewards.
I.4.3 Machine learning process
Machine Learning is a data-driven process that starts by pre-processing the collected
data until the model construction spits out predictions and insights. The method of per-
forming machine learning usually requires many steps that are explained in the following
sections.
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Figure I.11: Reinforcement Learning
Figure I.12: Machine learning process
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I.4.3.1 Data collection
This is the first and the most important step for any ML process because the quality
and quantity of data gathered will determine how good our predictive model will be.
I.4.3.2 Data preprocessing
Data preprocessing is the crucial step while creating a machine learning model. It is a
process of preparing the raw data and making it suitable for a machine learning model.
I.4.3.3 Choosing a model
There are various existing models developed by data scientists which can be used for
different purposes. These models are designed with different goals. For instance, some
models are more suited to dealing with texts, while another model may be better provided
to handle images. We need to make the choice that meets our expected outcome. The
options for machine learning models can be explored across three broad categories shown
in Figure I.9.
I.4.3.4 Model Training
Training a model means providing the Machine Learning Algorithm along with the
training data. This process then repeats. Each iteration or cycle of updating the weights
and biases is called one training "step".
I.4.3.5 Model evaluation
Evaluating a model is a crucial step throughout the development of the model. Eval-
uation metrics have a correlation with machine learning tasks (classification, regression,
etc.).
I.5 Conclusion
The use of formal methods has proved their efficiency to ensure such analysis, in
medium access control protocols. As a formal method, Petri nets are well suitable to de-
scribe discrete processes and to analyse the system concurrency and synchronism. The
analysis of Petri net models allows the designer to prove the consistency of the protocol.
One can use the reachability graph of Petri net model to analyse and to verify the proto-
col. Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) represent an extension of Petri nets with more expressive
power. The modelling of MAC protocols using CPNs is more practical than using classi-
cal Petri Nets.
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On the other hand, the complexity of the analysis process in large-scale networks
makes the assurance of their consistency and correctness a challenging problem. More-
over, artificial intelligence can be exploited to solve this problem. As a part of artificial
intelligence, machine learning is a powerful technique to predict the evolution of perfor-
mance metrics defined in proposed models. The following chapter aims to present the
first contribution of this thesis, which is a formal approach of CSMA/CA MAC protocol
based on Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets (HTCPN).
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II.1 Introduction
Formal modelling and formal analysis are efficient techniques to model and to evaluate
networking protocols and algorithms in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). WSNs face
many challenges due to the fact that the sensor nodes are characterized by limited energy,
limited memory, and weak computing power. Therefore, designing an effective medium
access control (MAC) protocol is a challenging task in aim to determine the channel
access control capabilities and the energy consumption properties of WSNs [56]. Many
approaches have been proposed such as simulation [57], testing and formal verification to
improve the reliability of WSNs and their protocols. Several formalisms have been used
to model and to analyse the behaviour of wireless networks [58, 59, 60, 61, 62].
Among these formalisms, Petri nets formalism are the most exploited formalisms for
WSNs modelling/analysis. Coloured Petri nets (CPNs) have become a useful formalism
for researches in computer science mainly to model wireless communications [39, 38, 63,
64, 37, 36]. Modelling and analysis results are obtained by using automatic tools such as
CPN-Tools.
In the current chapter, a new approach for modelling and analysing CSMA/CA pro-
tocol in WSNs is proposed [65]. In addition, the proposed model can be used to perform
the qualitative and quantitative verification of the protocol. In this approach, the arriving
packet in the network is random and the number of nodes is variable. A set of properties
are evaluated using the capabilities of hierarchical timed coloured Petri nets which provide
the performance evaluation using CPN-Tools. The qualitative properties are formalised
using Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section II.2 presents some related
works. Section II.3 describes the new HTCPN model for the CSMA/CA protocol in
WSNs. Section II.4 reports our protocol performance analysis results. Finally, a conclu-
sion is made in Section II.5.
II.2 Related Work
In literature, several work have proposed the use of formal methods to model, verify
and evaluate WSNs protocols [66, 67, 68, 58, 59, 60, 61]. In [66], the authors present
a performance study of the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), which is the fun-
damental contention based access mechanism of 802.11 standard [12] for wireless local
area networks(WLANs). The authors used Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) as a modelling
formalism to describe the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. They modelled all stations in an
IEEE 802.11 in one SPN model. They developed two compact and analytically tractable
models which can capture most of relevant system aspects but they failed to model some
aspects of IEEE 802.11 DCF. The proposed model does not exactly capture freezing of
the backoff counter at a station when some other station captures the channel. The authors
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did not validate their work using network simulations.
In [67], a simulation study of the performance aspects of IEEE 802.11 Wireless Local
Area Networks has been presented. The authors have developed a Stochastic Petri nets
model to describe the protocol. A numerical result is computed by means of the SPNL
[69] simulation component of the software tool TimeNET [70]. Results have also been
obtained from a compact analytical model which was derived from the detailed model
based on the insight due to the simulation data. The authors were interested in two per-
formance indices, throughput and mean waiting time.
The work [40] presents a formal model of Carrier Sense Multiple Access Collision
Avoidance [11] (CSMA/CA) mechanism. Hierarchical coloured Petri nets formalism is
used to construct this model. The authors have used CPN-Tools as modelling and simula-
tion environment. The proposed HCPN model of CSMA-CA mechanism is composed of
three pages. The authors have verified two qualitative properties: boundness and liveness.
The authors in [71] have proposed a detailed 802.11b model based on Object-oriented
Petri Nets that precise backoff procedure and time synchronization. They have proposed a
modular model that enabled them to evaluate the impact of network performances on the
performances of distributed discrete event systems. Their approach considers two basic
modules to model IEEE 802.11 network: workstation based module and medium based
module.
The work in [72] presents a deterministic Petri-Net model of the IEEE 802.15.4
CSMA/CA process, that is timer driven and operates within the bounds of the contention
access period (CAP). Using this model, the authors have analysed the performance char-
acteristics of the CSMA/CA process, especially in terms of channel throughput and en-
ergy consumption.
A formal approach is presented in [58] where authors have proposed a new variant of
the IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA protocol with DCF mode (Distributed Coordination Func-
tion). In [58], each station must disconnect every time when its signal-to-noise ratio is
below a specific threshold. These disconnections are intended to minimize the number of
collisions and to enhance the transmission rate. In [58], the authors have used timed au-
tomata and UPPAAL [] for modelling the CSMA/CA protocol. Based on their model, the
authors have verified a set of qualitative properties: safety and liveness, such as deadlock-
freedom and the successful termination of a transmission.
For modelling and verification of the MAC level protocols, the presented work in
[59] describes a statistical model checking based approach to analyse and evaluate the
CSMA/CA MAC protocol in WSNs. In [59], the authors have modelled stochastic uncer-
tainties which are relatively common in WSN systems behaviour, as disconnections and
failures using probabilistic timed automata in the UPPAAL. Based on their model, the
authors have realised a verification of a set of qualitative properties such as reachability,
safety liveness and fairness and also a set of quantitative properties like: sending rate,
receiving rate and collisions rate.
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In [37], authors present a modelling method for wireless network protocol using coloured
Petri nets. They have applied this method to model and analyse IEEE 802.15.4 wireless
protocol by exploiting the hierarchical features of CPN Tools. They develop a compact
and scalable CPN model by using hierarchical and symmetrical modelling techniques.
The authors have simulated their CPN model in terms of throughput, delivery ratio, delay,
and energy cost for three, six and nine nodes in a typical star topology, in which all de-
vices are transmitting to the network coordinator. To validate their results, they compared
them with the ones obtained using the ns-2 simulation tool [73].
In [61], the authors have proposed a stochastic generic model of CSMA/CA proto-
col in WSNs. They use Priced Timed Automata (an extension of Probabilistic Timed
Automata) to model the protocol. The authors have described how model analysis can
be performed through statistical model checking implemented in the UPPAAL tool. The
proposed model is composed of two synchronized stochastic timed automata: wireless
station (WS) model, and medium model. Work in [61] performs a qualitative evaluation
that proves the correctness of the model, and a quantitative evaluation using the statistical
model checking to measure the probabilistic performance of the protocol. With regard to
the work of [60], the authors have studied CSMA/CA of energy-harvesting WSNs using
timed automata at the modelling level and UPPAAL at the analysis level.
In order to compare the above works with the proposed work in this chapter, a set
of comparison criteria have been proposed in the formal specification (i.e. formalism,
modularity, backoff procedure, arriving packets, number of nodes and network topology).
Indeed, in the formal verification, a set of other specific comparison criteria is defined (i.e.
modelling/verification tool, qualitative verification and quantitative verification). Table
II.1 shows the achieved comparison. This table aims to illustrate the differences between
the proposed work presented in this chapter and the other related work existing in the
literature.
II.3 Modelling CSMA/CA with Hierarchical Timed Coloured
Petri Nets
The modelling process is the first step in which the designer must investigate a set of
events that occur in a system, the events dynamic can easily modify the state of the sys-
tem. In medium access control using CSMA/CA protocol (our case study), we identify
four types of events: sending a data packet, receiving acknowledgement, receiving a data
packet, and sending acknowledgement. In the Petri Net model, these events are modelled
by transitions. In CSMA/CA protocol, the occurred events are constrained by several
conditions which are presented by a set of pre-conditions and post-conditions. It is im-
portant to mention that when pre-conditions are satisfied the post-conditions will be also
satisfied. The pre-conditions are modelled by input-places, expressions on input-arcs, and
associated guards. The post-conditions are modelled by output-places and expressions on
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output-arcs.
In this section, the proposed Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Net(HTCPN) model
for CSMA/CA protocol in WSNs is described. The global model is constructed taking the
advantage of the hierarchical capabilities of HCPNs [74]. Hierarchical CPNs facilitate the
construction of large models by the possibility of dividing the model into smaller models
connected to each other using well-defined interfaces (i.e. substitution transitions and
interface places). Based on this, more details can be added to the proposed model. In
the following subsections, we use often the syntax of CPN-Tools specification language.
The CPN-Tools represents an implementation of the Hierarchical Timed CPNs, this tool
allows the graphical representation of HTCPN models and their analysis. Starting by
describing the abstract model followed by the sub-models presentation.
II.3.1 The global HTCPN model
Using the hierarchical principle in HTCPNs, the global model can be constructed as an
abstract model as shown in Figure II.1. In the abstract model, the sensors of the network
and the base station are represented as hyper transitions. The interaction among these
components of the network is modelled through interfaces places. This model gives us
an overview of the mechanism used by CSMA/CA MAC protocol to access the channel
for sending a data packet, where all the events are modelled. The folding technique [75]
is used to construct a compact and scalable model. In the current work, the proposed
model is described as follow: it includes five sensors and one base station. A sensor
node can send a data packet to the base station and the last one can respond with an
acknowledgement. The communication is made through a shared channel. The model
hierarchy is composed of six substitution transitions representing network sensors and
the base station as depicted in Figure II.1. Transitions: A,B,C,D,E and Base_Station
are hyper-transitions and each transition represents one of the former sub-models. Since,
all the sensor nodes in the network have the same features, we model them with one sub-
model that we call Sensor and we create five instances of this sub-model (sub-page):
A,B,C,D and E. These substitution transitions represent the events of sending data
and receiving acknowledgement realized by sensor nodes. Receiving data and sending
acknowledgement events are represented by substitution transition Base_Station.
II.3.2 CPN model for Sensors
In this subsection, CPN sub-model is described for the sensor nodes and the network
nodes sub-model includes the processes of sending Data, receiving acknowledgement
(ACK) and the Backoff Procedure. Figure II.2 depicts these events. CPN allows using the
same Petri net structure to model multiple nodes. Table II.2 and Table II.3 are an overview
tables presenting the most important transitions and places (respectively) that are shown
in figure II.2 and their description.
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Figure II.1: HTCPN abstract model for CSMA/CA protocol
Transition Description
Init Initiating of arriving packets
Arrive Arriving of a packet
Sense Sensing for the medium if it is free or no
DIFS
Blocking for amount of time that a node waiting before
sending a packet
Send Sending a packet from the sensor node to the base station
SenseB Sensing in Backoff procedure
TimeOut The acknowledgement time out
ReceiveACK Receiving an ACK from the base station
Successed Sending successes
Backoffing The node enters in Backoff procedure
Table II.2: An overview table with all important transitions and their description
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Figure II.2: HTCPN model for Sensor Node
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Place Description
Init Initialisation
Next Next Packet of the sensor node
NbPacket Packet number
Wait Packets waiting before sensing
WaitDIFS Packets waiting DIFS time before sending
Access Node accesses to the channel for sending
Idle Channel idle
Busy Channel busy
Sending Sending packets from the sensors
Energy Energy of sensor
WaitACK The packet waiting for an ACK
BackOff The packet enters in the backoff procedure
Success Packets have a successful sending
Ack Receiving acknowledgement
Nexte Next sending
Table II.3: An overview table with all important places and their description
II.3.2.1 Backoff Procedure
The node can enter in this procedure if:
• The channel is not sensed idle for a DIFS time. In the sub-model, this situation is
represented by a token in the placeWaitDIFS and a token in the placeBusy. The
transition SenseB fires and provides a token in the place BackOff ;
• A packet acknowledgement has not been arrived before a Timeout. In the sub-
model, this situation is represented by the firing of transition TimeOut that pro-
vides a token in the place BackOff .
Figure II.3 illustrates the sub-model for Backoff procedure. Components of this sub-
model is detailed in table II.4.
II.3.3 HTCPN model for Base Station
In this subsection, a description of the HTCPNs sub-model for the base station is
given. This model describes the behaviour of the base station, how a packet from the
nodes is received and how an acknowledgement is sent. Figure II.4 illustrates these two
events: receiving packet and sending acknowledgement. Table II.5 describes a set of
places and transitions that are defined in the previous figure.
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Figure II.3: HTCPN model for Backoffing
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Element Type Description
BackOff Place The packet in Backoff procedure
CW Place Contention Windows
CopyP Place Contains copy of the packet
PacketBC Place Contains the Packet which is in Backoff procedure
PKTosend Place Contains the Packet to send
Counter Place Backoff Counter
AccessBC Place
Packet accesses to the channel after Backoff pro-
cedure
Sending Place The sent packet
WaitACK Place Packet Waits for acknowledgement
Back Transition Gives the packet
CalculCW Transition Calculating the contention window
ChooseCW Transition Choosing a contention window
Reaches0 Transition Backoff counter reaches 0
Decrement Transition Decrementing of backoff counter
SendBC Transition Sending the Packet
Table II.4: An overview table with all important places and transitions with their descrip-
tion in sub-model Backoff
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Figure II.4: HTCPN model for Base Station
II.4 Analysis
The performance analysis of CSMA/CA model is realized using the CPN-Tools. CPN-
Tools allows the simulation of the model and the verification of several properties. In
the case of the HTCPN model of CSMA/CA protocol, the initial marking of the model
represents the initial state of the network. In our model, the communication between
nodes and the base station through a star topology is highlighted . The simulated network
is composed of five nodes and one base station. New packets arrive periodically in the
network and each node will send the arrival packets to the base station through the shared
medium. We search to assess our model by verifying some properties which influence
the protocol. In CPN-Tools, the monitor mechanism is used to examine the markings and
occurring binding elements, and to periodically extract information from the constructed
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Element Type Description
RC_Packet Place Received Packets from the nodes
WaitSIFS Place
Packet waiting for amount of time SIFS before send-
ing a ACK
Access2 Place
The base station accesses to the channel for sending a
ACK
WaitACK Place The packet waiting for an ACK
Generate Place Set of numbers
losing Place Number of lost packet
Receive Transition Receiving a packet from sensor nodes
Sensing2 Transition Sensing the medium if it is free
SIFS Transition Blocking for SIFS time before sending ACK
SendACK Transition Sending an ACK
Prob Transition Giving a random number
lose Transition Losing packet
Table II.5: An overview table with all important places and transitions with their descrip-
tion in sub-model Base_Station
model. In our study of CSMA/CA MAC protocol, performance measures includes a set of
properties to be verified. A number of monitors are defined to extract these performance
measures.
The correctness verification of the design of the protocol can be performed with quali-
tative properties, and the performance evaluation can be done with quantitative properties.
II.4.1 Verification of Qualitative Properties
In this section, we are interested to formalise a set of properties in order to check them
using CPN-Tools. The formalization is done using the Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [76].
LTL formalism allows us to describe mathematically the relative order of events.
II.4.1.1 Properties Verification:
Three properties are identified that we consider the most important to be checked
in the protocol. In the following, these properties are firstly informally described, then
formalised in the LTL logic, and finally they are checked in the previous model of the
protocol.
• Packet sending: For each sensor Si, each data packet Pj sensed by Si is transmitted
to the base station BS. In the model of Figure II.2, this property is interpreted
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as: each token which is in place Wait must reach place Wait_ACK. Thus, the
property is formalized as:
AG((Pi ∈ Wait) =⇒ XF (Pi ∈ Wait_ACK)) (II.1)
This property is checked using the simulation report, each packet in Arrive transi-
tion binding (i.e.,in Wait place marking) must be in Send transition binding (i.e.,
in Wait_ACK place marking). For example, Figure II.5 illustrates that packet
P = (1, ””, 3, 0) which is sensed by sensor 3, is sent to the base station.
• Packet receiving: For each sensor Si, each data packet Pj sent by Si is received
by the base station BS. In the model of Figure II.2 and Figure II.4, this property is
interpreted as: each token which is in place Sending must reach placeRC_Packet.
Thus, the property is formalized as:
AG((Pi ∈ Sending) =⇒ XF (Pi ∈ RC_Packet)) (II.2)
This property is checked using the simulation report, each packet in Send transition
binding (i.e., in Sending place marking) must be in Receive transition binding (i.e.,
in RC_Packet place marking). For example, Figure II.6 illustrates that packet
P = (2, ””, 3, 0) which is sent by sensor 3 it is received by the base station.
Figure II.5: Packet sending property
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Figure II.6: Packet receiving property
• Packet acknowledgement: For each received data packet Pi by base stationBS, this
last must send an acknowledgement for Pi to the sensor Sj . In the model of Figure
II.2 and Figure II.4, this property is interpreted as: each token which is in place
RC_Packet, must have its correspondent acknowledgement in place SendACK.
Thus, the property is formalized as:
AG((Pi ∈ RC_Packet) =⇒ XF (Acki ∈ SendACK)) (II.3)
This property is checked using the simulation report. Thus, each packet in Send
transition binding (i.e., in RC_Packet place marking) must have an acknowledge-
ment in ReceiveACK transition binding (i.e., in SendACK place marking). For
example, Figure II.7 illustrates that packet P = (1, ””, 3, 0), which is sent by sen-
sor 3, causes the reception of an ACK from the base station.
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Figure II.7: Packet ACK property
II.4.2 Verification of Quantitative Properties
On the first hand, three temporal metrics are defined to evaluate the model as follow:
- Metric 1: Waiting time WT before a transmission. This performance metric is
given by: the amount of time that a packet spend in the Wait place before entering
into the transmission process. Hence, at each sensor X we have to define for each
packet Pi the time of bindings < Arrive, Packets =?, P = P_i, l =?, y =?, x =
?, ss = packet = P_i, AT =? > and < Send, Packets = list, P = P_i, state =
x > from paths in the reachability graph. Then, its waiting time is calculated by the
subtraction of the second binding time from the first one (see Figure II.8). Finally,
the waiting time average of all packets within the network is computed.
Figure II.8: Waiting Time metric
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Figure II.9: Delay Performance metric
- Metric 2: The delay performance DP , which is the duration from the moment
that a packet enters the transmitter side to the moment that the packet is successfully
received at the receiver side. This performance metric is given by: the amount of
time that a packet entered in the place Wait until it reaches the place RC_Packet
in the base station. Hence, at each sensor X we have to define for each packet Pi
the time of bindings < Arrive, Packets =?, P = P_i, l =?, y =?, x =?, ss =
{packet = P_i, AT =?} > and < Receive, Packets = list, P = P_i > from
paths in the reachability graph. Then, its delay performance is calculated by the
subtraction of the second binding time from the first one (see Figure II.9). Finally,
the delay performance average of all packets within the network is computed.
- Metric 3: Node time waiting for an acknowledgement. After the transmission
of the data packet, the node must enter in a waiting time for a positive acknowl-
edgement. This performance metric is given by: the amount of time that a packet
entered in the place WaitAck until it receives an acknowledgement in the place Ack.
Hence, at each sensor X we have to define for each packet Pi the time of bindings
< Send, Packets =?, P = P_i > and < ReceiveACK,P = P_i, np =?, ack1 =
?, x =? > from paths in the reachability graph. Then, its waiting time for an ac-
knowledgement is calculated by the subtraction of the second binding time from
the first one (see Figure II.10). Finally, the average waiting time for an acknowl-
edgement of all packets within the network is computed.
A set of data collector monitor is defined that extracts numerical data concerning
the three former temporal metrics from our HTCPN model during simulations. The
extracted files are used to plot the waiting time, delay performance and waiting time
for an ACK versus number of simulations that are shown in Figures II.11, II.12 and
II.13. Indeed, the average waiting time, performance delay and waiting time for an
ACK that are shown in the performance report (Tables II.6, II.7 and II.8).
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Figure II.10: Waiting Time for an Acknowledgement metric
Name Count Sum Avg Min Max
Waiting_Time 100 2907 29.0700000 10 129
Table II.6: Waiting Time Average
Name Count Sum Avg Min Max
Performance_Delay 99 11422 115.373737 10 510
Table II.7: Delay Performance Average
Name Count Sum Avg Min Max
Waiting_Time_for_an_ACK 99 5304 53.575758 28 78
Table II.8: Waiting Time for an ACK Average
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Figure II.11: Waiting Time metric by simulations
Figure II.12: Delay Performance metric by simulations
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Figure II.13: Waiting Time for an ACK metric by simulations
Figure II.14: Arrived packets in the network by time
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Name Count Sum Avg Min Max
Count_trans_occur_Sensor’Arrive_1 7 7 1.000000 1 1
Count_trans_occur_Sensor’Arrive_2 8 8 1.000000 1 1
Count_trans_occur_Sensor’Arrive_3 5 5 1.000000 1 1
Count_trans_occur_Sensor’Arrive_4 4 4 1.000000 1 1
Count_trans_occur_Sensor’Arrive_5 5 5 1.000000 1 1
Table II.9: The number of arrived packets by sensor
On the other hand, the following non-temporal metrics can also be considered to
evaluate the protocol:
- Metric 4: Arriving of packets, in our CPN model we propose that the number of
packets is not fixed beforehand. Therefore, we model the coming of packets by
transition Arrive which guarantee a periodical arriving of packets in the network.
Indeed, to calculate the number of arrived packets, a write in file monitor is defined.
Then, the extracting file is used to plot the number of arriving packets versus time
that is shown in figure II.14.
- Metric 5: throughput at time T , this metric is computed as the rate of the total
number of packets transmitted by nodes to the total number of received acknowl-
edgements at time T . To verify this property, a set of data collector monitors are
defined which extract the number of arrived packets and the number of received
acknowledgements by sensor. The result is shown in performance report (Table II.9
and Table II.10). At time T = 5822, the throughput is equal to the sum of received






7+8+5+4+5 = 0, 79
- Metric 6: Channel loading, this metric is given by the percentage of time that the
medium is busy. A data collector monitor is defined that examines the marking size
of Busy place during simulations. This property is shown in the performance report
(Table II.11).
II.5 Conclusion
A Hierarchical Time Petri Net based modelling that characterizes the behaviour of
sensor nodes, is first presented. Both qualitative and quantitative verification are done
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Name Count Avg Min Max
List_length_dc_Sensor’Success_1 9 3.688767 0 7
List_length_dc_Sensor’Success_2 10 4.236517 0 8
List_length_dc_Sensor’Success_3 6 2.449502 0 4
List_length_dc_Sensor’Success_4 5 2.253178 0 3
List_length_dc_Sensor’Success_5 3 0.928375 0 1
Table II.10: The number of received acknowledgements by sensor
Name Count Avg Min Max First Time Last Time
Marking_size_Sensor’Busy_4 8 04.00000 0 1 0 25
Table II.11: Channel loading average
using LTL logic to verify a set of qualitative properties and CPN-Tools to obtain numerical
result concerning a set of performance metrics.
In this chapter, a formal approach is proposed to model and analyse the CSMA/CA
protocol. This approach allows researchers to evaluate the performance of this protocol
in WSNs. Using the proposed approach, we can simulate the behaviour of the network
with random packets and whatever the number of sensors. Moreover, we can verify some
properties which influence CSMA/CA protocol. Indeed, the main goal of the perfor-
mance evaluation is to obtain a MAC protocol with high quality of service and efficient
communications between sensor nodes and base station. Hierarchical CPNs allow us to
construct a large network model as smaller models connected to each other. Furthermore,
HTCPNs provide a timed aspect that facilitates the consideration of time constraints of
the CSMA/CA protocol. To solve the problem of energy consumption in WSNs, a new
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III.1 Introduction
Sensor nodes must remain operational to collect and transfer data to a base station.
Hence, WSNs have many challenges because of devices or sensor nodes which have spe-
cific characteristics of limited energy, memory, and computing power. Indeed, if the
sensor node remains operational over considerable time then its energy will be drained.
Therefore, sensor’s battery must be autonomously rechargeable by gathering energy from
the ambient environment (magnetic fields, mechanical vibrations, wind, solar power,
temperature, variations,etc.). This concept is known as Energy Harvesting-based WSNs
(EHWSNs) which was proposed in [33].
In this chapter, a modelling approach is proposed for the performance evaluation of
CSMA/CA protocol in EHWSNs. Specifically, Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets
is used to model this protocol. The analysis of this model has been realised by CPN-
Tools. The generated models are simulated in various scenarios by varying the number of
sensor nodes. The LTL logic is used to formalised qualitative properties. The quantitative
properties are verified by exploiting the generated files during simulations.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. After introduction, Section III.2
presents related work overview. Section III.3 describes the proposed HTCPN model for
the CSMA/CA protocol in EHWSNs. Section III.4 reports the proposed model perfor-
mance analysis results. Finally, a conclusion is made in section III.5.
III.2 Related Work
Formal methods are considered as an important solution in the performance evaluation
of protocols. This solution ensures the complying with standards and the verification of
required properties. In this section, some related works are provided which have used
coloured Petri nets as a formalism for the modelling and verification of wireless network
protocols [36, 37, 38, 39, 40].
The authors in the work [36] have proposed a new model for the 1-wire protocol using
timed coloured Petri net (TCPN). This model contains one master and several slaves. Ex-
ploiting the hierarchy capabilities of CPN Tools, their TCPN model has been constructed
in two parts (pages). The authors used the first page to implement the master TCPN model
and the second page to implement the slaves TCPN model. They have verified a set of
qualitative and quantitative properties using the CPN-Tools. The authors have analysed
the absence of deadlocks and the quantitative evaluation of the protocol. In [37], the au-
thors used coloured Petri nets (CPNs) to present a modelling method for wireless network
protocol. By exploiting the hierarchical features of CPN-Tools, they have applying this
method to model and analyse IEEE 802.15.4 [13] wireless protocol. The authors have
simulated the proposed CPN model in terms of delivery ratio, throughput, energy cost,
and delay for three, six and nine nodes in a star topology. They compared their results
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with the ones obtained using the ns-2 simulation tool [73] to validate the proposed model.
In [38], authors have exploited CPNs to perform the performance evaluation of the EQ-
MAC protocol. They have verified two metrics, average delay and packet delivery ratio
using CPNs in the modelling and performance evaluation. The GreatSPN [77] software
system is used to validate the correctness of the developed models and evaluate the per-
formance. The authors propose that the network is composed of 26 nodes including the
base station. In [39], a Petri net model is presented for a medium access control pro-
tocol in WSNs named sensor medium access control protocol (S-MAC). The proposed
model is based on Hierarchical Coloured Petri Nets (HCPNs). The authors considered a
topology of a two-hop network with two sources and two sinks. They described the main
part of the model hierarchy then sub-models have been described. For constructing and
analysing the model, CPN-Tools is used. Some results of certain performance measures
are evaluated include energy consumption and packet delivery delay. The authors con-
sidered that the collision can occur only in the control packets and data packets do not
collide. They assumed that the size of the buffer is one packet. The work in [40] presents
a formal model of Carrier Sense Multiple Access Collision Avoidance [11] (CSMA/CA)
mechanism. Hierarchical coloured Petri nets formalism is used to construct this model.
The authors have used CPN-Tools as modelling and simulation environment. The pro-
posed HCPN model of CSMA/CA mechanism is composed of three pages. The authors
have verified two qualitative properties: boundness and liveness.
Besides the use of coloured Petri nets in the above works, there are some other works
which have tackled the modelling and verification of CSMA/CA protocol in wireless
networks by the using other formalisms. Works [66, 67, 71, 72, 58, 59, 60, 61] proposed
approaches to model and to analyse CSMA/CA MAC protocol in wireless networks. The
authors in [66] and in [67] have used Stochastic Petri Nets [78] to model and to analyse
the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF), which is the fundamental contention based
access mechanism of 802.11 standard [12] for wireless local area networks(WLANs). In
work [71], the authors have proposed a detailed 802.11b model based on Object-oriented
Petri Nets (OOPNs) [79] that precise backoff procedure and time synchronization. Formal
approaches are presented by [58, 59, 60, 61] where authors used timed automata (TA) [80]
and UPPAAL [81] for modelling and analysing the CSMA/CA protocol.
In fact, all the above works do not deal with all aspects of CSMA/CA protocol such as
network topology, number of nodes, node behaviour, arriving of packets, and the Back-
off procedure. Moreover, they do not verify all important properties such as waiting
time, delay performance, waiting time for an acknowledgement, throughput and harvest-
ing energy feature. In the current chapter, a new approach is proposed for modelling
and analysing CSMA/CA protocol in harvesting wireless sensor networks. Although, the
proposed model allows to perform the qualitative/quantitative verification of the protocol.
The arriving of packets is considered random in the network and the number of nodes
is variable. Indeed, a set of properties is evaluated using the capabilities of hierarchical
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timed coloured Petri nets which offer the performance evaluation in CPN-Tools.
III.3 Modelling CSMA/CA using Hierarchical Timed-CPNs
The modelling process is the first step in which the designer must investigate a set
of events that occur in a system, the events dynamic can easily modify the state of the
system.
In medium access control using the CSMA/CA protocol (our case study), four major
events are identified. These events modify the states defined in the system. The events
are: Sending a data packet, receiving acknowledgement, receiving a data packet, and
sending acknowledgement. In the proposed HTCPN model, these events are modelled
by transitions. In CSMA/CA protocol, the occurred events are constrained by several
conditions which are presented by a set of pre-conditions and post-conditions in the pro-
posed HTCPN model. It is important to mention that when pre-conditions are satisfied the
post-conditions will be also satisfied. The pre-conditions are modelled by input-places,
expressions on input-arcs, and associated guards. The post-conditions are modelled by
output-places and expressions on output-arcs.
In this section, the proposed HTCPN model for CSMA/CA protocol in EHWSNs
is described. The global model is constructed taking the advantage of the hierarchical
capabilities of HCPNs [74]. Hierarchical CPNs facilitate the construction of large models
by the possibility of dividing the model into smaller models connected to each other using
well-defined interfaces (i.e. substitution transitions and interface places). Based on this,
more details can be added to the proposed model. In the proposed model, the syntax of
CPN-Tools specification language is used. The CPN-Tools represents an implementation
of the Hierarchical Timed CPNs, this tool allows the graphical representation of HTCPN
models and their analysis. In the following a description of the abstract model is presented
as well as a presentation of the sub-models.
III.3.1 The Global HTCPN Model
Using the hierarchical principle in HTCPNs, the global model can be constructed as
an abstract model as shown in Figure III.1. In the abstract model, the sensors of the
network and the base station are represented as hyper-transitions. The interaction among
these components of the network is modelled through interfaces places. This model gives
an overview of the mechanism used by CSMA/CA MAC protocol to access the channel
for sending a data packet, where all the events are modelled. The folding technique [75] is
used to construct a compact and scalable model. In the current contribution, the proposed
model is described as follow: it includes five sensors and one base station. A sensor
node can send a data packet to the base station and the last one can respond with an
acknowledgement. The communication is made through a shared channel. The model
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Figure III.1: HTCPN abstract model for CSMA/CA protocol
hierarchy is composed of six substitution transitions representing network sensors and the
base station as depicted in Figure III.1. Transitions: S1; S2; S3; S4; S5 andBaseStation
are hyper-transitions and each transition represents one of the former sub-models. Since
all the sensor nodes in the network have the same features, they are modelled with one
sub-model called Sensor, and five instances of this sub-model (sub-page) are created: S1;
S2; S3; S4; and S5. These substitution transitions represent the events of sending data
and receiving acknowledgement realised by sensor nodes. Receiving data and sending
acknowledgement events are represented by BaseStation substitution transition.
In our proposed Hierarchical Timed CPN model, a set of types is defined. Table III.1
illustrates these types and their description.
III.3.2 CPN model for a sensor node
In this subsection, the HTCPN sub-model for the sensor nodes is described. The net-
work nodes sub-model includes the processes of: sending data, receiving acknowledge-
ment(ACK), harvesting energy process and the Backoff procedure. Figure III.2 depicts
these events. Table III.2 and Table III.3 present the most important transitions and places,
respectively, that are used in Figure III.2 and their description. HTCPN allows using the
same Petri net structure to model multiple nodes, thus one sub-model is created to illus-
trates the behaviour of one sensor node called: Sensor which can be instantiated for the
other nodes.
Transition Active is enabled when a token is in Sensor place and the energy of the
sensor is equal to 1000 units. A token is put in Sensors place in the queue of the list of
active sensors, and a token in ASensor place. Transition Discharge is enabled when a
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Element Type Description
Nodes record {num, pw} This color set models a sensor as
a record consisting of two fields:
num, an integer which contains
the number of sensor and pw, an
integer which contains the energy
of sensor.
Packet product (Npk × Data × Snd × BC) This type models the set of pack-
ets. A packet is specified by: Npk,
Snd, BC are integers which con-
tain the packet number, the sender
number, the Backoff counter re-
spectively and Data is a string
which represents the data of packet.
Timed_Packet record {Packet, AT} This color set models a packet as
a record consisting of two fields:
Packet contains the data packet
and AT contains its sending time.
ACK product (Npk × snd) This type models the set of ac-
knowledgements. An acknowl-
edgement is specified by: Npk, an
Integer which contains the packet
number and snd, an integer which
represents the sender number.
Timed_ACK record {ACK, AT} This color set models an acknowl-
edgement as a record consisting of
two fields: ACK and AT . AT con-
tains the time of ACK sending.
Medium with free timed This timed small color set models
the medium when it is free.
MediumxP product (Medium × Timed_Packet) This timed color set models the
medium when it is busy.
Table III.1: Token types’ table.
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Figure III.2: HTCPN model for a sensor node
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Transition Description
Active Activating the sensor node
Discharge Passing to the harvest process
Activee Activating the sensor node after the harvest process
Harvest Harvesting energy from environment
Init Initiating the first arriving packet
Arrive Arriving of a packet
SenseM Sensing the medium if it is free
DIFS_ T Blocking the packet for DIFS time before reaching the channel
Send Sending a packet from the sensor node to the base station
SenseB Sensing the medium in Backoff procedure
TimeOut The acknowledgement timeout
ReceiveACK Receiving an ACK from the base station
Successed Sending successes
Backoffing The node coming to the Backoff procedure
Table III.2: An overview table with all important transitions and their description
Place Type Description
Power Node Sensors whose their power must be reduced
ASensors list_sensor List of active sensors
NSensor Integer Sensor number
Sleeping Node Sensor in harvest process
Next Integer Next packet of the sensor node
NbPacket Integer Packet number
Wait Packet Packets waiting before sensing
WaitDIFS Timed_Packet Packets waiting for DIFS time before sending
Access Packet Arrived packet to the channel for sending
Idle Medium Represents that the channel is free
Busy MediumxP Represents that the channel is busy
Send_ P Packet Packets to be sent to the base station
WaitACK Packet The waiting packet for an ACK
PBackOff Packet The coming packet to the backoff procedure
Success List of integer Number of Packets with successful sending
Ack ACK Received acknowledgement
Table III.3: An overview table with all important places and their description
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token is in Power place and the energy of the sensor is equal or less than 500 units. A
token is put in Sleeping place. A token in Sleeping place enables Harvest transition.
If a token is in Sleeping place and if the energy of the sensor is equal to 1000 units,
then transition Activ2 fires and a token is put in Sensor place. A token in Next place is
used to determine when new packets arrive. The time stamp of the token in the place will
determine when Arrive transition can occur. Transition Init is the only transition that is
enabled in the initial marking. This transition is used to put a token in Next place. The
time inscription @ + expT ime(100) on the arc that links transition Init and Next place
is used to create a time stamp of Next place tokens. The expT ime function will return
a value from the exponential random distribution function. This time stamp is used for
ensure that the first packet will never arrive at time 0 in different simulations. Transition
Arrive will occur when the time stamp of the token in Next place is equal or greater
than the current model time. When the last transition occurs, a new packet is created and
bounded it to the variable P through the code segment of the transition. Then, the new
packet is added to the end of the queue of packets, as determined by the inscription on the
arc that links Arrive transition and Wait place. The time inscription @ + expT ime(100)
on the arc that links Next place and Arrive transition is used to determine the time at
which the next packet will arrive. The inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed
with a mean of 100 time units. In the sub-model, place NbPacket contains the counter
of packets, each enabling of Arrive transition will increment this counter and a taken is
put in Wait place. A token in place Wait means that a packet is waiting for sending
and it will sense a medium, by enabling of SenseM transition. If the medium is free, the
packet enters in the waiting for a DIFS time in WaitDIFS place, otherwise, it stays
in the waiting until the medium will be free. A token is in Idle place means that the
medium is free. If DIFS_T transition is enabled, it puts a token in place Access and a
token in place Busy. A token in Access means that the packet will be sent and transition
Send will be enabled. When Send is enabled, a token is put in WaitACK place and in
Sending fusion place. If acknowledgement arrives in time, then ReceiveACK transition
can occur and will put a token in Ack place, otherwise the transition TimeOut will occur
and puts a token in BackOff place. A token in Success place means that this packet has
been sent successfully.
III.3.2.1 Harvest Process
In this sub-model, a token in Sleeping place means that the sensor is in the sleep
mode. Transition Harvest fires while the energy of sensor has not reached 1000 units.
TransitionCharged is enabled when the energy of the sensor reaches 1000 units. A token
is put in Power place and Sensors place, in the queue of the list of active sensors. Figure
III.3 illustrates the sub-model of Harvest process. The components of this sub-model is
detailed in Table III.4.
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Figure III.3: HTCPN model for Harvesting energy process
Element Place/Transition Description
Sleeping Place Sensor in sleep period
Power Place Sensor that its power reaches 1000 unit
ASensors Place List of active sensors
Harvest Transition The sensor harvests energy
Charged Transition The sensor is charged
Table III.4: An overview table with all important places and transitions with their descrip-
tion in sub-model Harvest
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Figure III.4: HTCPN model for Backoff
III.3.2.2 Backoff Procedure
A node can enter in this procedure if:
• The channel is not sensed idle for a DIFS time. In the sub-model, that is represented
by a token in WaitDIFS place and a token in Busy place. Transition SenseB
fires and a token is placed in BackOff place;
• A packet acknowledgement has not been arrived before a Timeout. Transition
TimeOut has been fired and a token is put in BackOff place.
Figure III.4 illustrates the sub-model of the Backoff procedure. The components of
this sub-model is detailed in Table III.5.
A token in place BackOff means that the node enters in the BackOff procedure, and
transition back fires. The firing of back transition puts a token in CopyP and a token in
PacketBC. Transition CountCW can occur and calculates the contention window CW .
Transition ChooseCW fires and puts a token in place Counter which represents the
backoff counter. If the medium is idle this counter will be decremented with decrement
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Element Place/Transition Description
BackOff Place Packet in Backoff procedure
CW Place Contention Windows
CopyP Place Contains copy of the packet
PacketBC Place Contains the Packet which is in Backoff procedure
PKTosend Place Contains the Packet to send
Counter Place Backoff Counter
AccessBC Place Packet accesses to the channel after Backoff procedure
Sending Place The sent packet
WaitACK Place Packet Waits for acknowledgement
Back Transition Gives the packet
CalculCW Transition Calculating the contention window
ChooseCW Transition Choosing a contention window.
Reaches0 Transition Backoff counter reaches 0.
Decrement Transition Decrementing of backoff counter.
SendBC Transition Sending the Packet.
Table III.5: An overview table with all important places and transitions with their descrip-
tion in sub-model Backoff
transition until it reaches 0. When it reaches 0 the packet can be transmitted by firing
SendBC which will put a token in place Sending and a token in place WaitACK.
III.3.3 HTCPN model for Base Station
In this subsection, the HTCPN sub-model for the base station is described. This model
demonstrates the behaviour of the base station, how to receive a packet from the nodes
and how to send back an acknowledgement. Figure III.5 illustrates these two events:
receiving packet and sending acknowledgement. A set of places and transitions is defined
and described in Table III.6.
In this sub-model, a packet in Sending place means that a node has sent a packet
to the base station. Transition Receive fires and puts a token in RC_Packet place. The
base station sensed for the medium when it will be idle for a SIFS time by firing Sensing2
transition that puts a token in WaitSIFS place. After that, the base station accesses to
the channel and sends an acknowledgement by firing SendACK transition.
Transition lose can handle the lost of the packet if occurred and a probability of losing
packets in this case is equal to 0.1.
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Figure III.5: HTCPN model for Base Station
Element Place/Transition Description
RC_Packet Place Received Packets from nodes
WaitSIFS Place Waiting packet for amount of time SIFS before sending an ACK
Access2 Place The base station accesses to the channel for sending an ACK
WaitACK Place The packet waits for an ACK
Receive Transition Receiving a packet from sensor nodes
Sensing2 Transition Sensing the medium if it is free
SIFS_T Transition Blocking for SIFS time before sending an ACK
SendACK Transition Sending an ACK
Table III.6: An overview table with all important places and transitions with their descrip-
tion in sub-model Base_Station
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III.4 Analysis
Performance analysis using HTCPNs relies on simulation to calculate performance
measures for the model. During a simulation of a HTCPN, the CPN-Tools generates quite
a bit of quantitative information about the performance of a system, such as queue length,
response time, throughput, etc. These information can be extracted from the model by
examining the markings of places and the occurring binding elements during simulations.
The initial marking of the model represents the initial state of the CSMA/CA protocol.
In our model, we are interested in the communication between nodes and the base station
through a star topology. The simulated network is composed of five nodes and one base
station. New packets arrive periodically in the network. Each node will send its arrival
packets to the base station through the shared medium. We aim to assess our model by
verifying some properties which influence protocol.
To examine the markings and occurring binding elements, and to periodically extract
information from the constructed model, CPN Tools uses the monitor mechanism. A
monitor is used to observe, inspect, control, or modify a simulation of a CPN model and
the desired measures. In our study of CSMA/CA MAC protocol, performance measures
include a set of properties that will be verified. A number of monitors to extract the
performance measures are defined.
The correctness verification of the design of the protocol can be performed with quali-
tative properties, and the performance evaluation can be done with quantitative properties.
III.4.1 Verification of qualitative properties
In this section we are interested to formalize a set of properties in order to check them
using CPN-Tools. The formalization is done in the Linear Temporal Logic(LTL). LTL
formalism allows us to describe mathematically the relative order of events.
Four properties have been identified that are considered the most important to be
checked in the protocol. In the following, these properties are described, then formal-
ized in the LTL logic, and finally these properties are checked in the previous model of
the protocol.
• Packet sending:
For each sensor Si, each data packet Pj sensed by Si is transmitted to the base
station BS. In the model of Figure III.2, this property is interpreted as: each to-
ken which is in place Wait must reach place Wait_ACK. Thus, the property is
formalized as:
AG((Pi ∈ Wait) =⇒ XF (Pi ∈ Wait_ACK)) (III.1)
This property is checked using of the simulation report, each packet in Arrive tran-
sition binding (i.e.,in Wait place marking) must be in Send transition binding (i.e.,
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in Wait_ACK place marking). For example, Figure III.6 illustrates that packet
P = (3, ””, 5, 0) which is sensed by sensor 5, is sent to the base station.
• Packet receiving: For each sensor Si, each data packet Pj sent by Si is received by
the base station BS. In the model of Figure III.2 and Figure III.5, this property is
interpreted as: each token which is in place Sending must reach placeRC_Packet.
Thus, the property is formalized as:
AG((Pi ∈ Sending) =⇒ XF (Pi ∈ RC_Packet)) (III.2)
This property is checked using of the simulation report, each packet in Send tran-
sition binding (i.e., in Sending place marking) must be in Receive transition bind-
ing (i.e., in RC_Packet place marking). For example, Figure III.7 illustrates that
packet P = (5, ””, 3, 0) which is sent by sensor 5 it is received by the base station.
Figure III.6: Packet sending property
Figure III.7: Packet receiving property
• Packet acknowledgement: For each received data packet Pi by the base station BS,
this last must send an correspondent acknowledgement for Pi to the sensor Sj . In
the model of Figure III.2 and Figure III.5, this property is interpreted as: each token
which is in place RC_Packet, we must find its correspondent acknowledgement in
place SendACK. Thus, the property is formalized as:
AG((Pi ∈ RC_Packet) =⇒ XF (Acki ∈ SendACK)) (III.3)
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This property is checked using of the simulation report, each packet in Send tran-
sition binding (i.e., in RC_Packet place marking) must have an acknowledgement
in ReceiveACK transition binding (i.e., in SendACK place marking). For example,
Figure III.8 illustrates for that packet P = (5, ””, 3, 0) which is sent by sensor 5,
this last received ACK from the base station.
Figure III.8: Packet ACK property
Figure III.9: Harvesting property
• Harvesting feature: each sensor Si which energy is equal or less than 500 unit,
must enter into the harvesting process. In the model of Figure III.2 and Figure III.3,
this property is interpreted as: each token which is in place Power and the energy
of sensor is less than 500 unit, must reach place Sleeping. Thus, the property is
formalized as:
AG((Si ∈ Power) =⇒ XF (Si ∈ Sleeping)) (III.4)
This property is checked using of the simulation report, each packet in Discharge
transition binding (i.e., in Power place marking) must be in Harvest transition
binding (i.e., in Sleeping place marking). For example, Figure III.9 illustrates that
sensor s1 = {num = 3, pw = 500} is entered in the Harvest process.
III.4.2 Verification of quantitative properties
On the first hand, three temporal metrics are defined to evaluate the proposed model
as follow:
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- Metric 1: Waiting time WT before a transmission. This metric is given by: the
amount of time that a packet spends in place Wait before entering in the transmis-
sion process. Hence, at each sensor X we have to define for each packet Pi the time
of bindings < Arrive, z =?, Packets = list, s1 =?, P = {packet = P_i, AT =
?} > and < Send, s1 =?, Packets = list, state = x, P = {packet = P_i, AT =
?} > from paths in the reachability graph. Thus, the waiting time is calculated by
the subtraction of the second binding time from the first one (see Figure III.10).
Finally, the waiting time average of all packets within the system is computed.
Figure III.10: Waiting Time Metric
Figure III.11: Delay Performance Metric
- Metric 2: The delay performance DP , which is the duration from the moment that
a packet enters the transmitter side to the moment that the packet is successfully
received at the receiver side. This performance metric is given by: the amount of
time that a packet spends in place Wait before it reaches place RC_Packet in the
base station. Hence, at each sensor X we have to define for each packet Pi the time
of bindings < Arrive, z =?, Packets = list, s1 =?, P = {packet = P_i, AT =
?} > and < Receive, Packets = list, P = P = {packet = P_i, AT =?} >
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Figure III.12: Waiting Time for an ACK Metric
from paths in the reachability graph. Then, the delay performance is calculated by
the subtraction of the second binding time from the first one. Finally, the delay
performance average DP of all packets within the system is computed (see Figure
III.11).
- Metric 3: The waiting time for an acknowledgement. After the transmission of the
data packet, the sensor must enter in the waiting for a positive acknowledgement.
This performance metric is given by: the amount of time that a packet spends in
place WaitAck before it receives an acknowledgement in the place Ack. Hence,
at each sensor X we have to define for each packet Pi the time of bindings <
Send, s1 =?, Packets = list, state = x, P = {packet = P_i, AT =?} > and
< ReceiveACK,P = {packet = P_i, AT =?}, s1 =?, ack1 =? > from paths
in the reachability graph. Then, the waiting time for an ACK is calculated by the
subtraction of the second binding time from the first one (see Figure III.12). Finally,
the waiting time for an acknowledgement average of all packets within the system
is computed.
A set of data collector monitors is defined that extract numerical data concerning
the waiting time, the delay performance and the waiting time for an ACK metrics
from our HTCPN model during simulations. The extracting files are used to plot
this metrics versus number of simulations that are shown in Figures III.13, III.14
and III.15. Indeed, the average waiting time, the average delay performance and
the average waiting time for an ACK are shown in the performance report (Tables
III.7, III.8 and III.9).
On the other hand, the following non-temporal metrics can also be considered to
evaluate the protocol:
- Metric 4: Energy consumption, in the proposed model each operation realised by
the sensor consumes energy. After consuming energy, the sensor which its energy is
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Figure III.13: Waiting Time Metric
Figure III.14: Delay Performance Metric
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Figure III.15: Waiting Time for an ACK Metric
Name Count Sum Avg Min Max
Waiting_Time 74 7588 102.540541 10 815
Table III.7: Delay Performance Average
Name Count Sum Avg Min Max
Performance_Delay 41 2351 57.341463 10 315
Table III.8: Waiting Time Average
Name Count Sum Avg Min Max
Waiting_Time_for_an_ACK 76 6569 86.434211 28 531
Table III.9: Waiting Time for an ACK Average
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Figure III.16: Energy of sensor
less then 500 units, will harvest energy from environment. A data collector monitor
is defined to extract the energy variation of such sensor during simulation. Then,
the extracting file is used to plot the amount of energy of sensor versus number of
simulation that is shown in Figure III.16.
- Metric 5: Arriving of packets, in the proposed HTCPN model the number of pack-
ets is not fixed beforehand. Therefore, the coming of packets is modelled by Arrive
transition which guarantee the periodical arriving of packets in the network. Indeed,
to calculate the number of arriving packets, a write in file monitor is defined. Then,
the extracting file is used to plot the number of arriving packets versus time that is
shown in Figure III.17.
- Metric 6: Throughput at time T , this metric is computed as the rate of the total
number of received acknowledgements to the total number of packets transmitted
by nodes at time T . To calculate this metric, a set of data collector monitors is
defined which extract the number of arrived packets and the number of received
acknowledgements. The result is shown in performance report (Table III.10 and
Table III.11). At time T = 5822, the throughput is equal to the sum of received
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Figure III.17: Arrived packets in the network
Name Count Sum Avg Min Max
Arrived_packets 82 749 9.134146 1 21
Count_trans_occur_Sensor’Arrive_1 21 21 1.000000 1 1
Count_trans_occur_Sensor’Arrive_2 21 21 1.000000 1 1
Count_trans_occur_Sensor’Arrive_3 13 13 1.000000 1 1
Count_trans_occur_Sensor’Arrive_4 13 13 1.000000 1 1
Count_trans_occur_Sensor’Arrive_5 14 14 1.000000 1 1
Table III.10: The number of arrived packets by sensor
Name Count Avg Min Max
List_length_dc_Sensor’Success_1 17 6.558406 0 15
List_length_dc_Sensor’Success_2 13 5.876236 0 11
List_length_dc_Sensor’Success_3 15 8.302367 0 13
List_length_dc_Sensor’Success_4 11 4.320947 0 9
List_length_dc_Sensor’Success_5 12 6.261972 0 10
Table III.11: The number of received acknowledgements by sensor
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III.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a formal approach is proposed to model and analyse CSMA/CA MAC
protocol in EHWSNs. This approach allows researchers to evaluate the performance of
this protocol in EHWSNs. Using the proposed approach, we can simulate the behaviour
of the network with random packets and whatever the number of sensors. Moreover, we
can verify some properties which have an influence on CSMA/CA MAC protocol. Indeed,
the main goal of the performance evaluation is to obtain a MAC protocol with high quality
of service and efficient communications between sensor nodes and base station.
Hierarchical CPNs allow us to construct the large network model as smaller models
connected to each other. This last advantage makes the model more readable. Further-
more, HTCPNs provide a timed aspect that facilitates the consideration of time constraints
of the CSMA/CA protocol.
In the following chapter, machine learning will be exploited to prove the scalability
of the proposed HTCPNs model presented in chapter two. An effective artificial neuronal
network will be applied to predict the evolution of the verified performance metrics when
the number of nodes increases in the network.
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IV.1 Introduction
The formal analysis of designed models is a crucial process. However, it can be very
hard in terms of time and effort. For that, researchers adopt Machine Learning (ML)
[19] techniques as an effective alternative for the performance evaluation estimation of
designed protocols and algorithms in WSNs. In particular, computer systems can use
machine learning algorithms and techniques to learn from data allowing these systems to
classify and predict [20, 21].
Machine learning (ML) has recently attracted considerable attention for its ability to
predict a wide variety of complex phenomena accurately [22]. Researchers provide that
network performance improves by using ML techniques for network design and man-
agement [82]. Applying ML in WSNs lies in exploiting historical data to improve the
performance of sensor networks on given tasks without the need for re-programming. Ar-
tificial Neural Networks (ANNs), or simply Neural Networks (NNs) [83] constitute one
of the most popular ML models applied in WSNs. Using these learning systems, NNs can
predict outputs for a set of given inputs [21]. The structure of NNs is composed of a set
of artificial neurons interconnected together with an aim to mimic the neural processing
(organization and learning)of biological neurons and their behaviour.
In this chapter, an effective ANN is proposed to predict the evolution of throughput
metric and some temporal performance metrics in CSMA/CA MAC protocol. This predic-
tion uses prior data obtained by a formal model which is a Hierarchical Timed Coloured
Petri Net (HTCPN) model of CSMA/CA protocol proposed in chapter two. Indeed, the
throughput metric and three crucial temporal metrics have been predicted to discuss their
evolution and the performance of the WSNs when the number of nodes increases. The
studied temporal metrics include average packet waiting time, average packet delay per-
formance, and average packet waiting time for acknowledgement. The rest of the chapter
is organised as follows. In Section IV.2, related works using ML techniques in WSNs
are expressed. Section IV.3 discusses the scalability of the proposed model in two phases
modelling and analysis. Section IV.4 presents the predicted result concerning temporal
performance metrics. Finally, Section IV.5 gives a brief conclusion from what this chap-
ter presents.
IV.2 Related Work
Usually, sensor network designers characterize machine learning as a collection of
tools and algorithms that are used to create prediction models. However, machine learn-
ing experts recognize it as a rich field with very large themes and patterns. Understanding
such themes will be beneficial to those who wish to apply machine learning to WSNs. Ap-
plied to numerous WSNs applications, machine learning algorithms provide tremendous
flexibility benefits.
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In the literature, many works have investigated Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques
to improve wireless sensor networks performance. Researchers in [84] present an ex-
tensive review of works applied Machine Learning (ML) to address common issues in
WSNs. In this section, some works related to the use of machine learning approaches in
WSNs are presented.
The authors in [85] present a delay prediction scheme for mobile wireless networks
using two types of neural networks: Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network and Radial
Basis Function (RBF) network. Two types of inputs for prediction are used the mean delay
time series itself only and the mean delay time series together with the corresponding
traffic loads. Moreover, the traffic pattern generated in experiment by authors is not as
complex as the traffic pattern in the real network.
The work [86] compares statistical models based on time series applied to predict half
daily values of global solar irradiance with a temporal horizon of 3 days. The models
tested are autoregressive, neural networks, and fuzzy logic models. The authors incorpo-
rate an artificial neural network model to propose a scheme that predicts irradiance values
over a time horizon of half a day. The scheme is shown to outperform the autoregressive
and fuzzy logic models by achieving increased accuracy.
The presented work in [87] describes fuzzy Hopfield neural network (FHNN) tech-
nique to solve the TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) broadcast scheduling prob-
lem in WSN. To find the TDMA schedule for nodes in a communication network the
authors have been formulated the problem as discrete energy minimization and mapped
it into a Hopfield neural network with the fuzzy c-means strategy. The FHNN reduces
the processing time and increases the convergence rate for Broadcast Scheduling Prob-
lem. Simulation results show that the FHNN improves performance substantially through
solving well-known benchmark problems.
Research published in [88] discusses an application of a neural network in wireless
sensor network security. The work presents a MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) based media
access control protocol (MAC) to secure a CSMA-based wireless sensor network against
the denial of service attacks launched by adversaries. The authors have been implemented
the MLP-guarded secure WSN using the Vanderbilt Prowler simulator [89]. The obtained
simulation results show that the MLP helps in extending the lifetime of the WSN.
The research in [90] proposed algorithms that use a three-layer neural network. Input
layer neurons are located in each cluster’s members, while the hidden layer neurons are
located in cluster heads, and output layer neurons are located in the base station. Simula-
tion results show that data aggregation performance is improved, and energy consumption
of the network is reduced.
ML techniques are widely used in the Wireless Sensor Networks(WSNs) field [84]
and in Software Defined Networking (SDN) area [91] to improve WSNs performance.
Moreover, no research before has been done on the prediction of performance metrics of
WSNs MAC protocols using ML. In this chapter, neuronal network machine learning is
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exploited to predict the performance evaluation of the CSMA/CA protocol. The proposed
ANN is used to predict the evolution of throughput metric and a set of temporal perfor-
mance metrics based on increasing the number of nodes in the network. To the best of our
knowledge, no one before has been applied ML to predict the formal analysis of HTCPNs
models, which was our third contribution.
IV.3 Scalability of the Proposed Approach
Scalability is an important issue which concerns the study of the WSN performance
when the number of nodes increases. When the scalability factor is considered in wireless
sensor network design, the protocol should work effectively in wide WSNs. The scalabil-
ity of the proposed approach is discussed in this section. When using a formal model like
HTCPNs, the major challenge is that the formal model size increases with the increase
of the number of nodes. This challenge affects the two levels in the formal approach:
modelling and verification. In the following, we discuss how this challenge is addressed


































Figure IV.1: HTCPN abstract model for CSMA/CA protocol
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IV.3.1 Modelling Phase and Scalability Study
Hierarchical Timed CPNs use hyper-transitions in the abstract model to hold in the
sub-models. In the proposed HTCPN model, increasing the number of sensor nodes di-
rectly increases the number of sub-models. Thus, to generate a new sub-model for a
new node, easily a copy of a hyper-transition Sensor ( Figure IV.1) has to be created.
This modularity reduces the effort and time in the modelling process. Indeed, exploiting
HTCPNs modularity helps the designer to study the scalability of the studied protocol
with less complexity than standard Petri nets or Coloured Petri nets. In our study, the
HTCPN model was extended to specify a network including 50 nodes. This number can
be augmented easily by adding other sub-models. However, continuing this augmentation
makes the verification process costly in computing time.
IV.3.2 Analysis Phase and Scalability Study
In this subsection, the scalability of the proposed HTCPN model will be discussed
by increasing the number of nodes in the analysis phase. In the first hand, the applied
machine learning steps will be presented.
IV.3.2.1 Machine Learning Process
The machine learning process is divided into four steps as listed below (see Section
I.4).
1. Data collection: the first step before applying machine learning is collecting data.
In our case, the data is tabular data that contains results obtained by simulations
in CPN-Tools. A set of monitors are defined to extract performance measurements
during simulations.
2. Choosing a model: after collecting data, we must choose a suitable model for the
regression task. A Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) regressor model is chosen for our
HTCPN model, a supervised learning algorithm. To built the MLP model, hyper-
parameters must be defined, including the number of hidden layers, the number of
neurons, batch size, number of epochs, learning rate, and other parameters. The
difficulty is how to adjust the hyper-parameters manually by the expert; therefore,
a grid search algorithm [92] is used for an automated hyper-parameters selection
within the defined space and the parallel computing.
3. Training the model: the training process aims to adjust the weights of the MLP
with its calculated gradient, which involves three cascaded stages: forward propa-
gation, backward propagation, and the gradients applied [93].
4. Test and evaluation of the model: The trained model needs to be tested to see if it
would operate well in real obtained analysis results.
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Parameters Values
Number of hidden layers 2




Table IV.1: The best hyper-parameters of NN obtained by Grid search algorithm
On the other hand, before applying these ML steps, we must prepare the data. The
gathered data (Excel file) is obtained by extracting information about throughput metric
using monitors defined in CPN-Tools. These monitors extract information during sim-
ulation of the proposed HTCPN model. The obtained simulation results concerning the
throughput metric will be presented in the next subsection.
IV.3.2.2 Simulation Results
Using CPN-Tools, we have increased the number of nodes till fifty nodes and we have
checked the evolution of the throughput metric according to the nodes number increase.
After 1000 simulations for each model, the throughput metric is calculated from monitors
showing the number of arrived packets in the network and the succeeded sent packets.
The generated simulation report is used to plot the evolution of the throughput according
to the number of nodes; Figure IV.2 illustrated this evolution. In this Figure, we observe
that the throughput metric decreased in the first twenty nodes. After that, it becomes al-
most steady with minimal changes (decreasing and increasing).
IV.3.2.3 Throughput Metric Estimation
Applying Machine Learning steps defined above, and based on the results obtained
for HTCPN model composed of 1 node to 50 nodes (50 sub-models), we have exploited
a neuronal approach to investigate how the evolution will be when the number of nodes
evolves from 51 nodes until 100 nodes. An effective neuronal network is exploited for the
prediction of the throughput metric based on the number of nodes. Hyper-parameters are
defined using an automated grid search algorithm. These Hyper-parameters include the
number of hidden layers, the number of neurons, batch size, number of epochs, learning
rate, etc. The best hyper-parameters of MLP obtained using the grid search method is
shown in Table IV.1. The proposed NN architecture illustrated in Figure IV.3 was trained
using back-propagation [94] algorithm and we applied the sigmoid activation function in
the output layer, which ranges from 0 to 1 as throughput values. Figure IV.4 shows that
the predicted throughput values stabilised as the number of nodes increases.
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Figure IV.2: Throughput values by number of nodes computed using CPN-tools simula-
tion report.
Figure IV.3: Neuronal network architecture.
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Figure IV.4: Predicted throughput values vs. number of nodes computed by NN.
Figure IV.5: Loss function.
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IV.4 Prediction of Temporal Performance Metrics
Performance evaluation of WSNs MAC protocols is a necessary process that helps
designers to obtain numerical result from their proposed models and to prove the cor-
rectness of each designed protocol. The proposed Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Net
(HTCPN) model illustrated in Figure IV.1, was presented in the second chapter in this
thesis and was simulated in CPN-Tools to obtain numerical results about a set of per-
formance measures. A collection of monitors are defined in CPN-Tools to extract these
performance measures. In CPN-Tools, the monitor mechanism is used to examine the
markings and occurring binding elements and to extract information from the constructed
model periodically. The performance measures include average packet waiting time, av-
erage packet delay performance, and average packet waiting time for acknowledgement.
The last metrics are considered the most influential metrics. The previous metrics are
calculated as follows:
• Average packet Waiting Time: the waiting time of a packet is calculated by sub-
tracting the packet’s arrival time from the sending time of this packet. The average
packet waiting time is automatically computed by the defined monitor and shown
in the generated performance report.
• Average packet Delay Performance: the delay performance of a packet is calcu-
lated by subtracting the packet sending time from the receiving time of this packet
by the base station. The average packet delay performance is automatically com-
puted by the defined monitor and shown in the generated performance report.
• Average packet Waiting Time for Acknowledgement: the waiting time for an
acknowledgement (ACK) of a packet is calculated by subtracting receiving ACK
time of the packet from the sending time of this packet. The average packet waiting
time for acknowledgement is automatically computed by the defined monitor and
shown in the generated performance report.
IV.4.1 Simulation Results
To observe the evolution of performance metrics defined in the previous section, we
have increased the number of nodes by increasing the number of HTCPN models. After
1000 simulations of each proposed model in CPN-Tools, the obtained numerical results
are used to plot the evaluation of previous metrics based on the number of nodes in the
network. Using CPN-Tools,we have increased the number of nodes to fifty nodes, and we
have checked the evolution of the average waiting time, average delay performance, and
average waiting time for ACK metrics according to the nodes number increase. After 1000
simulations for each model, the three metrics are calculated from monitors showing the
arrival time, sending time, and receiving time of all packets in the network. The generated
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simulation reports are exploited to plot the evolution of the previous metrics according to
the number of nodes. Figure IV.6, Figure IV.7 and Figure IV.8 present average waiting
time, average delay performance, and average waiting time for ACK metrics by number
of nodes increase.
Figure IV.6: Average waiting time by number of nodes.
Figure IV.7: Average waiting time for ACK by number of nodes.
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Figure IV.8: Average delay performance by number of nodes.
IV.4.2 Performance Evaluation Prediction
Based on the results obtained from simulations of the proposed HTCPN models com-
posed of one node to 50 nodes (50 sub-models), a neuronal approach is exploited to
investigate how the evolution will be when the number of nodes evolves from 51 nodes
until 100 nodes. An effective neuronal network is applied to predict the average waiting
time, average delay performance time, and average waiting time for ACK metrics based
on the number of nodes. The same ML steps are appealed to give the estimated evolution
of these performance metrics. The proposed MLP architecture illustrated in Figure IV.3
was trained using backpropagation algorithm, and we have applied the RELU (Rectified
Linear Unit) activation function in the output layer, which ranges from 0 to infinity as
the performance metrics values. Figure IV.9, Figure IV.10 and Figure IV.10 show the
predicted metrics values of average waiting time (WT), average waiting time for ACK
(WTA) and average delay performance (DP), respectively.
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Figure IV.9: Predicted average waiting time based on number of nodes.
Figure IV.10: Predicted average waiting time for ACK based on number of nodes.
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Figure IV.11: Predicted average delay performance based on number of nodes.
IV.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the third contribution of this thesis is presented. This contribution
concerns the application of Machine Learning to prove the scalability of the proposed
Hierarchical Coloured Petri Net model and to predict the evolution of some temporal
performance metrics. By increasing the number of sensor nodes, the throughput metric
of the network is estimated and a set of performance metrics also is predicted using the
obtained numerical results by simulations in CPN-Tools. The main advantage of using
Machine Learning is allowing the designer to reduce time and complexity in the anal-
ysis phase of the proposed models. The predicted values of the throughput metric can
demonstrate that the proposed HTCPN is scalable when the number of nodes increases in
the network. Indeed, the estimated values of temporal performance metrics show that the






The design and implementation of communication protocols are crucial processes in
wireless sensor networks and energy harvesting WSNs. The verification, analysis, and
validation processes of communication protocols are essential components of high-quality
performance in such WSNs. These three steps are used to prove the consistency of a
communication protocol and help designers to verify and evaluate their proposed protocol
models. For those reasons, the main goal of this thesis is to model, analyse and formally
verify CSMA/CA MAC protocol.
We have chosen CSMA/CA protocol to be study because the medium access control is
the most predominant protocol for specifying channel access and energy consumption in
WSNs. However, the major issue of WSNs is the limited energy of sensor nodes. The en-
ergy harvesting technologies are appeared to respond to this issue. The specification of the
sensor node in EHWSNs includes the harvesting process. CSMA/CA is one of the most
important MAC protocols, which is proposed to deal with the temporal aspects, and it de-
fines necessary temporal constraints to access to the channel. Moreover, the CSMA/CA
verification approach can be used as a base for other MAC protocols verification and
validation. On other hand, the high density of nodes in WSNs is a crucial challenge, to
solve the problem of huge formal models analysis for protocols and algorithms artificial
intelligence method can be investigated. An artificial neuronal network as part of super-
vised Machine Learning techniques is used in performance evaluation prediction of the
proposed formal approach of CSMA/CA in wide WSNs.
Finally, the formal approaches proposed in this thesis are an essential action toward
leveraging a collection of techniques and tools that help with the design of communi-
cation protocols. Indeed, the exploitation of Machine Learning to estimate and predict
the performance evaluation of such protocol in aim to solve the problem of complicated
analysis of formal approaches is a new step to combine intelligence methods with formal
methods.
Thesis Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
First Contribution
The first contribution was the use of Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets in the
formal study of CSMA/CA MAC protocol in WSNs. This approach uses HTCPN for-
malism to model the protocol, and the CPN-Tools to analyse the generated models. The
time aspect, in HTCPN, facilitates the consideration of temporal constraints introduced
in CSMA/CA protocol. The hierarchical aspect of HTCPN makes the model "manage-
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able", despite the complexity of CSMA/CA protocol specification. In the HTCPN model,
the events that can occur in the network and their preconditions and post-conditions are
defined. These preconditions and post-conditions specify CSMA/CA protocol constraints
that should be satisfied. After the specification by using the Hierarchical Timed CPN for-
malism, the CPN-Tools was used to ensure an analysis of the protocol and to verify some
inherent properties. We used the Hierarchical Timed Petri Nets (HTCPNs) in a down-
top approach (from an abstract model to sub-models) to model CSMA/CA. Besides the
use of HTCPNs, we presented the analysis phase that focuses on the verification process
of several temporal properties and the linear temporal logic is used to formalise a set of
qualitative properties.
Second Contribution
The second contribution was the modelling and the verification of CSMA/CA proto-
col in energy harvesting WSNs. A modelling approach is proposed for the performance
evaluation of CSMA/CA protocol. Specifically, Hierarchical Timed Coloured Petri Nets
is used to model this protocol. Qualitative and quantitative properties have been verified.
The analysis of the proposed model has been realised by CPN-Tools. The generated mod-
els are simulated in various scenarios by varying the number of sensor nodes. The LTL
logic is used to formalised qualitative properties. The quantitative properties are verified
by exploiting the generated files during simulations.
Third Contribution
The third Contribution was the discuss of the scalability of the the proposed model
in the first contribution. In the modelling phase, the advantage of the hierarchical aspect
of hierarchical timed coloured Petri nets can reduces the effort and time in the modelling
process by easily create a copy of a each hyper-transition in the proposed model to gener-
ate a new sub-model. In our study, the HTCPN model was extended to specify a network
including 50 nodes. This number can be augmented easily by adding other sub-models,
however continuing this augmentation makes the verification process costly in comput-
ing time. However, in the analysis phase, Machine Learning was proposed to predict the
throughput of the network by using the obtained throughput metrics. Based on the results
obtained for networks composed from 1 node to 50 nodes, we have exploited a neuronal
approach to investigate how the evolution will be when the number of nodes evolves from
51 nodes until 100 nodes. An effective neuronal network is exploited for the prediction
of the throughput metric based on the number of nodes.
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Thesis drawbacks and future directions
To resolve the thesis’s drawbacks, the future aims and our suggestions for future works
are:
• Generalizing the formal verification approach of CSMA/CA to be suitable to other
MAC protocols.
• Using other algorithms of Machine Learning to discuss the scalability of the pro-
posed approach, comparing the results and choose the best ML method.
• Using Machine Learning to prove the scalability of the proposed approach pre-
sented in second contribution.
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